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PREFACE. 
PUBLICATIONS in the form of books, tracts, and periodicals, on the general subject of "healing the 
body of disease, through the prayer of faith," are becoming 
very numerous. As, however, many persons are earnestly 
seeking information on the subject, another little book may 
not be unwelcome. 
The present writer has no special claim to knowledge 
upon this deeply interesting theme, beyond many others. 
In fact, his acquaintance with it is of comparatively recent 
origin. In the years 1879 and 1880, while sojourning over 
a twelvemonth in London, he first met persons who claimed 
bodily healing through the prayer of faith, and those who 
had successfully prayed for their healing. Some of these 
persons were of the highest standing for piety and learning. 
Their testimony could not be rejected. The facts were 
indisputable. Investigation followed, extending to several 
countries of Continental Europe. A new study of the 
Scriptures then began. Here authority was found for placing 
these healings upon the sure foundation of the promises of 
God as provided by the Gospel of Christ. He has found 
daily confirmation of this judgment; and since his return 
home, in August, 1880, his entire absence extending beyond 
a year and a half, he has made this general subject one of 
constant inquiry and research. This little book is among 
the results of his investigations. 
It is proper to say that the chapters which compose this 
volume have been published as a series of papers, covering 
something over a year in their issuing, in a monthly journal, 
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entitled the " Triumphs of Faith," published and edited by 
Miss Carrie F. Judd, in Buffalo, New York. As many calls 
have been made, by those who have read them, to have them 
gathered into a volume, their present publication both meets 
the request of readers and carries out the original intention 
of the writer. 
It is well also to say that the writer hopes the sales of the 
book will aid Miss Judd in carrying on the benevolent work 
to which she has devoted her life, ever since she herself was 
so wonderfully healed by the power of God. To this end 
the copyright has been taken out in her name. Her labors, 
pursued at her "Faith Rest" in Buffalo, and extended into 
all parts of the country, in the ministries of instruction and 
healing, have called forth thanksgivings and praises to God, 
not only from those who have been healed, but from many 
more who have been guided into the truth. Her monthly 
periodical also, the "Triumphs of Faith," in its regular and 
constant mission, gives out light and blessing to thousands 
on every hand. It is to aid, somewhat, in these good works 
that the writer has provided that the entire profits from sales 
of this volume shall be devoted to the· promotion of the 
strictly charitable works in which Miss Judd is engaged. 
To those kind Christian people who have thought fit to 
aid the writer to enable him to carry out the foregoing 
object by pecuniary contributions, he extends his grateful 
acknowledgments, being assured that the Saviour's blessing 
will rest upon and reward them most abundantly. 
It may be gratifying to the friends of Miss Judd to know 
that, as an evidence that her published works are highly 
valued and are dojng great practical good, both to soul and 
body, her book, entitled "The Prayer of Faith," in which an 
account of her own healing is given, has been published in 
Europe in several languages, especially in the French, 
German, and Swedish, and perhaps in others. 
INTRODUCTION. 
T HIS book does not claim to be a full and exhaustive treatment of what is commonly known as "healing the 
body through the prayer of faith," either in its doctrinal or 
practical aspects. It is, rather, confined mainly to a partic-
ular phase of the subject, although, at the same time, it 
presents a view which is far-reaching and comprehensive. 
Its discussions are chiefly of a practical nature, and are 
intended more for those who are believers in the doctrine of 
'' healing through faith,'' than for those who are disposed to 
combat it. 
If, however, this little book shall be read attentively, with 
prayer for light and guidance by the Holy Spirit "into all 
truth," its author believes that several classes may derive 
benefit from it: First-Those who are believers, embracing 
especially those who have been healed. Secondly-Those 
earnest Christians, of whom there are many in all the 
churches. whose attention has be~n called to the subject, but 
who have no settled views upon it, and yet who believe that 
if it be the truth of God it should be embraced, its teachings 
followed, and its benefits received. Thirdly-A still larger 
class of Christian people, to whom the subject is wholly 
new, who are indifferent toward it, but whose attention 
might be awakened to examine it, and perhaps to embrace 
it, if read. Fourthly-Even those who are so wedded to 
ecclesiastical systems, to creeds and confessions, that any 
change from the views in which they have been trained is 
repulsive to them, might also receive benefit, upon a candid 
examination, and might, as the experience of the writer 
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bears witness, possibly be led to see that all the truth set 
forth in the Scriptures has not been embodied in their favor-
ite creeds nor recognized in their symbols of worship. 
Fifth!y-,.-Another class still, composed of those who are 
skeptical to all religious truth, or who even deny the fact and 
the possibility of the supernatural, may derive solid good, 
and may even become converts to, and warm advocates of, 
Christianity by examining the phenomena of healing through 
faith, and its Scriptural claims; for cases of such transforma-
tion are not without witness, and their number is being con-
stantly multiplied. 
The kind of instruction which certain of the readers in 
some of the foregoing classes may derive, consists in notic-
ing the strict parallel which exists between the blessings 
which the Gospel offers to the soul on the one hand, and to 
the body on the other. To set forth this remarkable "par-
allelism " is the prime design of the book, as its title imports. 
The Gospel finds the souls of mankind in sin, and their 
bodies filled with disease, a fruit of sin; and it presents a 
cure for both. 
By a careful consideration, it will be seen that many of 
the difficulties concerning the practical application of the 
doctrine of faith healing, may be easily solved; for it will be 
found that the same difficulties exist on the spiritual as on 
the physical side of the question. The same obstacles which 
obstruct the Gospel in the cure of the body of disease 
obstruct it in curing the soul of sin. This is one of the great 
lessons which this volume is intended to illustrate. 
The author does not claim to set forth all the points which 
the "parallel" embraces. He presents such as have been 
brought to his mind during the entire year in which he has 
been issuing these monthly papers, and is well aware that 
there are other points, untouched, of equal value. Never-
theless, what is here presented may enable the reader to 
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make other applications of this principle of "parallelism," 
whenever the necessity may arise. 
It is no disparagement to any writer on the subject of 
" faith healing," or to any of the large <;lass of those 
engaged practically in ministering to the sick, that there 
should be differences of view upon certain aspects of the 
subject, either of a doctrinal or practical nature. The subject 
is comparatively new to many who are giving it attention. 
That they should differ, somewhat, is no disproof of the 
truth of '' healing through faith,' any more than difference 
among Christians of various denominations is a disproof of 
the truth of the Gospel. The author of this volume, there-
fore, would not assume to speak by any wisdom not offered 
to all who " search the Scriptures." He would not attempt 
to dogmatize among brethren where all are upon an equality 
before God and His word. The Holy Spirit, given to 
" guide" Christ's people "into all truth," is offered freely 
to every believer in Jesus. The author simply believes that 
he has, in these chapters, set forth the truth in the exercise 
of that measure of faith which he has reposed in the divine 
promise of '' the Spirit of truth " as a '' guide " to interpret 
God's word. 
One thing is very clear to those who read '' the signs of 
the times." The spread of the doctrine of '' healing through 
faith," in all Christian countries, is so great as to become 
truly noteworthy. Its truth is taking hold of the popular 
mind by reason of the numerous cures which are accom-
plished, of '' all manner of sickness and all manner of dis_ 
ease," in almost every part of the world. A few ministers 
in every branch of the Christian Church are embracing it, 
but more of the people. God seems about to re-awaken His 
Church to this portion of the "faith once delivered to the 
saints." The change may come gradually, and yet it may 
come more suddenly than the present state of the Church's 
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faith would seem to warrant. God is a wonder-working God, 
and taketh not counsel of man. 
If we may at all read God's purposes, one reason for 
re-awakening the Church to this so largely lost portion of the 
truth may possibly be seen in the present state of the world. 
Among many '' scientific men,,,. so-called, and others hold-
ing great influence in society, belief in the supernatural is 
branded as belonging only to weak minds. God is dethroned, 
and "Nature" is exalted and worshipped. God has no longer 
any place in His own world. The world was made without 
God! It follows that immortality is denied; "death ends 
all;" Christ is a myth, and His Gospel a fable! 
The saddest feature of the case is that these views, to a 
certain extent-at least almost to the total ignoring of the 
supernatural among men-are creeping into the seats of 
learning in every tountry, and into the Church. Rational-
ism has even entered many pulpits. The inspiration of the 
Scriptures is extensively denied, or so explained as practi-
cally to banish God from His own word. The integrity and 
genuineness of the Scriptures, as a true revelation, are treated 
in like manner. Not only whether Moses wrote the Penta-
teuch, but whether Matthew and the other Evangelists wrote 
the Gospels, is brought into dispute; and many pulpits, instead. 
of proclaiming salvation from sin, through the death of 
Christ, are taken up with discussing these mere outworks of 
Christianity. In a word, while scientists and scoffers have 
banished God from His world, God's chosen representatives 
have well-nigh banished Him from His word. 
It is the opinion of some able scholars (who are not known 
as believers in faith healing) that "God may, at any time, 
when there shall be a necessity for it, restore to His Church 
all the 'signs' which are mentioned in Mark xvi: 17, 18." Is 
not such a "necessity," revealed in the present condition of 
the Church and the world, just mentioned? When should 
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there be a louder call for a demonstration of God's power, 
when a greater " necessity " to assert His existence, than 
when such existence, and all possible manifestations of the 
supernatural, are denied ? 
Dean Alford, one of England's most accomplished scholars, 
on a critical examination of Mark xvi: 17, 18, says: "This 
promise is generally made, without limitation, to the first 
ages of the Church. Should occasion arise for its fulfillment, 
there can be no doubt but that it will be made good in our 
own or any other time. But we must remember that 'signs' 
are not needed where Christianity is professed; nor by mis-
sionaries who are backed by the influence of powerful Chris-
tian nations." 
But suppose it be true that in many " Christian nations," 
so-called, Christianity is barely "professed" by multitudes 
in the Church; and suppose it be further true that the most 
"powerful Christian nations,'' as, for example, Germany, 
Great Britain, and the United States, are extensively per-
meated, or even threatened, with a scientific rationalism 
which cuts up by the roots all belief in the supernatural; what 
then is their " influence " likely to be worth, or what the 
value of the " backing" which they are likely to give " mis-
sionaries," in their contest with all sorts of soul-destroying 
errors on heathen ground? Does not the present condition 
of things, on Dean Alford's own showing-a condition which 
has had wonderful development since his words were writ-
ten, and since his death-make this a time when the Church 
may properly "cry aloud and sparenot," that God may, in 
these promised " signs," reveal unto His people the right 
hand of His power? 
We do not agree with those who say God may "restore" 
to His Church these ''signs." They have never been revoked 
since the commission in which they are promised was · orig-
inally given; no intimation of this is found in the Scriptures; 
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but they have been practically held in abeyance, to a large 
degree, through the unbelief of the Church. What we need 
is, the sending up of a mighty volume of prayer that God 
would arouse His Church to a full realization of her duties, 
her rights, and her privileges. 
May those who have been edified by the series of papers 
which make up this volume pray that its usefulness may be 
enlarged; that in so far as it sets forth the truth a blessing 
may attend it; that if its teachings are in any degree incon-
sistent with the Holy Scriptures, the Holy Spirit may counter-
act their influence; and that, in any event, Christ's Church 
may be built up, and God may be glorified. 
WASHINGTON, May, 1884. 
CHAPTER I. 
TWO-FOLD DESIGN IN CHRIST'S DEA TH. 
THE question which involves the nature and 
extent of the gospel provisions of grace is 
fundamental. The view ordinarily held is, that 
God has provided, through Christ, for removing 
sin from the soul. while the afflictions of the 
body by sickness are to be endured as disciplin-
ary and by divine appointment. 
It is my aim, in a series of papers, to endeavor 
to show that the atonement of Christ lays a 
foundation equally for deliverance from sin and 
for deliverance from disease ; that complete 
provision has been made for both; that, in the 
exercise of faith, under the conditions pre-
scribed, we have the same reason w believe 
that the body may be delivered from sickness 
that we have that the soul may be delivered 
from sin; in short, that both branches of this 
deliverance stand on the same ground, and that 
it is necessary to include both in any true con-
ception of what the gospel offers to mankind. 
Certain striking parallelisms are presented 
by comparing the provisions made for our spir-
itual and physical nature, and from them fresh 
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light is cast upon the wonderful scheme of gos-
pel grace. It is merely the aim, however, in 
this introductory chapter, and the succeeding 
one, to state some general principles. 
The redemption of the body, by the work of 
Christ, as truly as the redemption of the soul, 
is a doctrine accepted by all Christians. Both 
are now under the dominion of sin; both are to 
be delivered from th is dominion; both are to 
exist in an immortal state. The spiritual body 
provided for the emancipated soul will not 
probably exhibit a more striking physical trans-
formation than will be seen in the purified soul, 
as we compare their present state with their 
condition in the world to come. As, therefore, 
the body is to exist after death, as truly as the 
soul, each being changed according to its nature, 
it is clear that the provisions of grace must be 
equaily made for both; that while the removal 
of sin, with all its defilements and corruptions 
of the soul, is fully provided for, so also the re-
moval of disease, with all its infirmities and 
deformities of the body, is equally embraced 
in the Lord's gracious designs. 
The teaching of the Scriptures on which this 
two-fold redemption is based is very plain. It 
was announced by the "Evangelical Prophet," 
as Isaiah has been styled, in direct terms, more 
than seven hundred years before Messiah's ad-
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vent; while it stands forth in the types and 
shadows and rites and covenants and promises 
of the older economy, running back to the 
earliest proclamation of redemption after the 
fall of man. 
Among the direct statements of this funda-
mental provision, let us take the declaration of 
the Prophet Isaiah, as understood and applied 
by the Evangelist Matthew. Both write under 
the inspiration of the Holy Spirit. The fifty-
third chapter of Isaiah has al ways been held as 
prophetically setting forth. with remarkable 
plainness the atoning sacrifice of Christ. It 
has ever been, to the Jew, a great stone of 
stumbling. To the infidel its proof of the 
inspiration of the Scriptures is so clear, that, 
in order to parry ~ts force, it has been asserted 
that this chapter was written after the events 
which it foretells-after Christ's death, burial 
and triumphant career, so vividly portrayed-
in a word, that this remarkable record of Isaiah 
is history instead of prophecy. 
Notice, first, how fully Messiah's sufferings 
are delineated by the Prophet : "He is despised 
and rejected of men; a man of sorrows, and 
acquainted with grief; and we hid, as it were, 
our faces from Him. He was despised, and we 
esteemed Him not. Surely .l-Ie hath borne our 
griefs, and carried our sorrows: yet we did esteem 
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Him stricken, smitten of God, and afflicted. 
But He was wounded for our transgressions, 
He was bruised for 04r iniquities; the chastise-
ment of our peace was upon Him; and with 
His stripes we are healed."-(Isaiah liii: 3-5.) 
The whole chapter is of the same tenor. 
Turn, now, to the gospel of St. Matthew,. and 
see the inspired application which the Evangel-
ist makes of these words of the Prophet. The 
first act recorded of Christ, after closing His 
sermon on the mount, was to heal a leper (Matt. 
viii: 2, 4); His next act was to heal the centu-
rion's servant, who was "sick of the palsy, 
grievously tormented."-(Matt. viii: 5, 13.) Im-
mediately following this, Christ entered "into 
Peter's house" and healed "his wife's mother," 
who was "sick of a fever."-(Matt. viii: 14, 15.) 
Here are three specific acts of healing, the ac-
count of them together filling the first fifteen 
verses of the chapter, with no other matter 
introduced; and then immediately follows this 
commentary: "When the even was come they 
brought unto Him many that were possessed 
with devils; and He cast out the spirits with 
His word, and healed all that were sick; that it 
might be fulfilled which was spoken by Isaiah the 
Prophet, saying, .Himself took our infirmities and 
bare our diseases."-(Matt. viii: 16, 17, revised ver-
sion.) 
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St. Matthew here applies these words of the 
Prophet, respecting the atoning work of the 
Messiah, as having their fulfillment in Christ's 
healing of the sick. If, therefore, plain language 
has any force, it were impossible to state more 
explicitly than the inspired Evangelist does, that 
the healing of the sick was one of the blessings 
which Christ's atonement was designed to pro-
vide for; that this was Isaiah's meaning in the 
passage referred to, and that this was a part of 
the mission which Christ publicly inaugurated 
for the ministry of the New Dispensation.* 
* Archbishop Magee, in his work on" The Atonement," will be deemed 
a competent authority on the matters here noted. The Septuagint uses a 
word (aµ.aprc.a) for "griefs" in this passage from Isaiah, which means 
sins. But this is evidently an error, as observed by Dr. Magee, who says: 
"I find that in ninety-three instances in which the word here translated 
tiµ.aprla, or its kindred verb, is found in the Old Testament in any sense 
that is not entirely foreign from the passage before us, there occurs but 
this one in which the word is so rendered ; it being, in all other cases, ex-
pressed by ciullevela, µ.al>.a,da, or some other word denoting bodily disease. 
That the Jews themselves considered this passage of Isaiah [he hath borne 
our griefs] as referring to bodily diseases, appears from Whitby and 
Lightfoot, Hor. Heb. on Matt. viii.17, and also Poole's Synopsis on Isaiah 
liii. 4, Pes. and A lsch. And that the word is to be taken in this sense, 
appears not only from the authority of the Jews, but from that of most of 
the ancient translations." Then, after giving many names as authorities, 
Dr. Magee says: "All the lexicons explain it in the same sense,"-" so 
that the word infirmities, by which Lowth and Vitringa, in agreement 
with the old English versions, have rendered it in this place, cannot pos-
sibly be rejected. Mr. Dodson entirely concurs in this interpretation; and 
Kennicott asserts positively that the word always denotes bodily diseases." 
In full accord with Dr. Magee, says Lange: "Christ takes away disease, 
in token of removing its root, sin, by taking upon himself death as the full 
wages and the full burden of sin." '' The Evangelist gives us here the key to 
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If, now, we go back to the very beginning of 
Christ's ministry, we find that his work of heal-
ing holds the same prominence. After being set 
apart by His baptism by John, and the descent 
of the Spirit of God upon Him, and after His 
temptation in the wilderness, He enters on His 
public ministry by declaring that" the Kingdom 
of Heaven is at hand," and calling Simon Peter, 
Andrew, James and John to follow him. Then 
immediately occurs this record: "And Jesus 
went about all Galilee, teaching in their syna-
gogues and preaching the gospel of the king-
the mystery of Christ's atoning death. By his fellow-suffering with our 
diseases, he gradually descended into the unfathomable depths of his full 
sympathy with our death. Hence his miracles of healing partook of the 
nature of atoning suffering, and prepared for it." Says Albert Eames: 
"In the fifty-third chapter, Isaiah fully states the doctrine of the atone-
ment, or that the Messiah was to suffer for sin. In the verse quoted, how-
ever (Matt. viii. 17; Isaiah liii. 4), he states the very truth which Matthew 
declares. The word translated 'griefi,' in Isaiah, and' infirmiHes,' in 
Matthew, means, properly, in the Hebrew and Greek, diseases of the body. 
In neither does it refer to diseases of the mind, or to sin. To bear those 
'griefs' is clearly to bear them away, or to remove them" (Notes on 
Isaiah). Commenting further on Isaiah liii. 4, when speaking of the 
phrase, "He hath borne," Mr. Barnes says: "If applied to sin, it means 
that a man mtist bear the burden of the punishment of his own sin, or that 
the suffering that is due to sin is taken up and borne by another. If 
applied to diseases, as in Matt. viii. 17, it must mean that he, as it were, 
lifted them up and bore them away.'' Upon the words," our griefs," 
Mr. Barnes says: "The word here used means, properly, sickness, disease, 
anxiety, affiiction. It does not refer to sins, but to sufferings. It is 
translated sickness, Deut. xxviii. 61: vii. 15; 2 Chron. xxi. 15; 1 Kings 
xvii. 17-disease, Eccl. vi. 2; 2 Chron. xxi. 18; xvi. 12; Ex. xv. 26. It is 
never, in our version, rendered sin, and never used to denote sin." These 
authorities are sufficient for our purpose. 
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dom, and healing all manner of sickness and all 
manner of disease among the people. And His 
fame went throughout all Syria; and they 
brought unto Him all sick people that were taken 
with divers diseases and torments, and those 
which were possessed with devils, and those 
which were lunatic, and those that had the 
palsy, and He healed them."-(Matt. iv: 23, 24.) 
Then follows the sermon on the mount, and 
immediately after that the three acts of healing 
above mentioned. 
It would thus seem very evident to a plain 
reader that the words of the Prophet, as inter-
preted by the Evangelist, were intended to show 
that the sufferings of Christ, as an atoning sac-
rifice, cover the physical as well as the spiritual 
needs of the race. 
CHAPTER II. 
FURTHER ILLUSTRATIONS OF THIS TWO-FOLD 
DESIGN. 
DR. TIMOTHY DWIGHT, one of the most 
eminent in the long list of eminent men 
who have presided over Yale College, lays down 
this canon in one of his popular sermons for 
understanding the Holy Scriptures, the quota-
tion being made from memory: "They were 
written for plain people, and ordinarily their 
obvious meaning is the true meaning.'' 
Tried by this rule, it would seem to be very 
plain from the whole three years' ministry of 
Christ that the gospel which he inaugurated was 
a gospel which provided for the healing of dis-
ease as really as for the removal of sin. If the 
daily work of Christ be studied-summed up in 
the words: "He went about doing good"-it 
will be found that he gave quite as much atten-
tion to relieving the ''infirmities" and "dis-
eases" of the body, groaning under "all manner 
of sickness and all manner of disease," as He 
did to setting forth the truths on which His 
kingdom is based, or to proclaiming that salva:. 
tion from sin could be found through faith in 
His name. 
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Nor would a plain reader of the Scriptures 
ever discover, as "their obvious meaning," what 
seems so completely to possess the minds of 
some learned men, that the prime object of 
Christ in exercising His healing power was to 
prove the divinity of His mission. Miracles, it 
may be freely admitted, were essential to this. 
But if all these cases of "healing" are to be put 
into this category, the work is vastly overdone. 
It is like giving a hundred reasons from the 
bench to sustain a judicial opinion, when two or 
three are perfectly conclusive. The raising of 
Lazarus from the dead, and the raising of the 
daughter of J airus and of the widow's son of 
Nain, were sufficient to show Him to be the 
Author of life and the Conqueror of death. If 
to these be added the destruction of the fig-tree 
by a word, the changing of water into wine, the 
stilling of the winds and the waves of the tem-
pest, the walking upon the sea, and other similar 
works, we see His control over the forces of the 
natural world. MiracJes of this character-em-
bracing life, death and nature-show that Christ 
was sent of the Father, and they are quite suffi-
cient for this; while, also, it is readily granted, 
that casting out devils and curing diseases by a 
word or a touch equally prove His commission. 
But, obviously, this was not the primary pur-
pose of these healings. There were too many of 
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them for this. Christ's highest act of power 
was in raising the dead, and this He exerted but. 
in three cases. But His cures of "all manner of 
sickness" were multipi.ied by thousands, and 
these benevolent deeds were performed wherever 
He went. The "obvious meaning" of all this 
is, that these purely philanthropic works were in 
the direct line of the blessings which Christ's 
atonement has secured for the whole race. 
The answer which Jesus gave to the disciples 
of John the Baptist, whether he was the Mes-
siah,. shows the same thing, namely, that among 
the direct blessings for which His atonement 
provides, as blessings for the race, are that "the 
blind receive their sight, and the lame walk, the 
lepers are cleansed, and the deaf hear, the dead 
are raised, and the poor hav:e the gospel preached 
to them."-(Matthew xi: 5.) Here are specified. 
i II ustrati ng Christ's Messiahshi p, reprcsen tati ves 
of six different classes of acts by which His 
divine power and love were manifested. All hut 
one of them-the raising of the dead-represent 
classes of acts of the purest benevolence, and 
such as were designed to declare the fullness of 
the blessings which the gospel brings to man-
kind. 
If this be the correct view of Christ's atoning 
work, as to His own ministry of healing, and if 
this were intended to be incorporated as one of 
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the regular provisions of grace, we should ex-
pect to find Christ giving authority to proclaim 
the healing of the body as well as the healing of 
the soul, when He sent forth the preachers of 
His gospel; and this is precisely what we do find 
set forth in distinct terms. On His sending 
forth the "twelve disciples" to preach, it is said: 
"Then He called His twelve disciples together, 
and gave them power and authority over all 
devils, and to cure diseases. And He sent them to 
preach the Kingdom of God, and to heal the !Jick." 
"And they departed, and went through the 
towns, preaching the gospel, and healing every-
where."-(Luke ix: 1, 2, 6.) When" the twelve" 
made their report to Christ, telling Him "all 
that they had done," the people "followed Him; 
and He spake unto them of the Kingdom of 
God, and healed them that had need of healing."-
(Luke ix: 10, 11.) 
In like manner, when Christ sent out "the 
seventy " to preach, a similar commission was 
given: "After these things the Lord appointed 
other seventy also, and sent them two and two 
before His face into every city and place whither 
He Himself would come." "And heal the sick 
that are therein, and say unto them, the Kingdom 
of God is come nigh unto you."-(Luke x: T, 9.) 
If to proclaim the "healing of the sick " were 
not to be a regular part of the commission of 
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the gospel herald, it would seem difficult to ac-
count for the fact that Christ, in sending out 
" the twelve" and the "other seventy," should 
have placed it alongside of- declaring that "the 
Kingdom of God is come." Other "signs" 
were given to verify their commission. 
But, finally, we find this same authority given 
when Christ laid the burden upon, not the Apos-
tles alone, but His church at large, to "preach 
the gospel to every creature." Among the 
things which the commission embodied in the 
"signs" which should "follow them that be-
lieve" were, " they shall lay hands on the sick, and 
they shall recover." It is added : "And they went 
forth and preached everywhere, the Lord work-
ing with them, and confirming the word with 
signs following."-(Mark xvi : 15, 17, 18.) 
This "confirming" of the word, "with signs 
following," is illustrated all through the Acts of 
the Apostles. Just as in the ministry of Christ, 
and in that of "the twelve" and of "the sev .. 
enty," so now-but now preachers and people 
alike-all "them that believed," as the disciples 
were "scattered abroad," went everywhere tell-
ing the story of salvation by the blood of Christ, 
and healing the sick by multitudes as an integral 
part of this salvation. 
The "obvious meaning" of all this is that the 
healing of the sick is a regular part of the bless-
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ings to mankind which Christ's atonement has 
provided for ; and hence, to proclaim this de-
liverance from the "infirmities and sicknesses" 
of the body, in imitation of Christ's example 
and in obedienc'! to His command in the com-
mission to His Church to "preach the gospel to 
every creature,'' is as clear a duty of the ambas-
sadors of Christ as to preach forgiveness of sin 
through faith in His blood. 
CHAPTER III. 
ANALOGY BETWEEN SPIRITUAL AND PHYSICAL 
HEALING. 
J F the foundation so far laid be Scriptural, a 
solid superstructure may be reared upon it. 
If it be true that the gospel provides for the 
healing of the body of disease equally with the 
healing of the soul of sin, some close analogy 
may reasonably exist between the physical and 
the spiritual cure, in the actual working of this 
scheme of grace. 
The proper tracing of these parallels between 
these two kinds of healing may aid in solving 
certain difficulties and may answer many ques-
tions concerning the healing of the body by 
means of the prayer of faith, which now prevent 
the acceptance of this doctrine by some sincere 
inquirers. 
Assuming, then, that physical and spiritual 
healing, by reason of Christ's work, is, at the 
present time, the heritage of His people, we 
may note, as we compare these two healings, the 
same characteristics and difficulties attending 
both in the practical application of the gospel. 
As an example, take this inquiry Why are 
not all cured of disease for whose healing prayer 
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is offered ? The number of failures in propor-
tion to the number healed cannot easily be 
known. Nor, as to the former, can we always 
tell the reason of failure. But is it not very 
much the same on the spiritual side of ·the ques-
tion, the moment we attempt an examination of 
characteristics, c1:nd inquire into causes and re-
sults? 
The inquiry is just as pertinent : Why are not 
all cured of sin, why are not all converted for 
whom prayer is offered? Every faithful pastor 
of any considerable congregation finds cases of 
this sort: persons with whom he has labored 
for months and years by preaching, personal in-
tercourse and prayer; persons who express a 
desire to be Christians, but who go on, it may 
be through life, without openly confessing Christ, 
or even resting in a Christian hope of pardoned 
sin. All the appliances of the gospel, in these 
cases, absolutely fail, and the pastor often mar-
vels that such persons are not brought to Christ. 
Such pastoral experiences are common through-
out Christendom. 
The real causes of such results may be known 
only to Him who reads the heart. Some secret 
sin may be cherished. Some selfish indulgence 
may ensnare the soul. Some form of worldli-
ness may predominate. Some idol may be en-
throned in the heart not yet clearly revealed to 
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human consciousness. Or a want of full sur-
render to Christ, in faith, may be the difficulty. 
While any of these exist, the offer of salvation 
from sin will be made in vain. 
The same may be true of failures in physical 
healing. The promise may not be grasped in 
full faith by the sick ; or a complete surrender 
to Christ of the soul for spiritual blessing may 
be withheld. If a man seek relief from a dis-
ease which has pressed him to the very gates of 
death, may not God reasonably claim, as a con-
dition of restoration, that there shall be com-
plete consecration of body, soul and spirit, 
without reserve, to Him ? For what other pur-
pose, indeed, should God heal the sick ? If the 
life were to be devoted to the service of sin and 
Satan, why should He interpose? If, therefore, 
there be a failure of full consecration, added to 
a faltering faith-if self, the world, indulgence, 
s-in in any form, come in-the promise of healing 
cannot be justly claimed, and the prayer for cure 
will fail. 
Then, again, the analogy holds between physi-
cal and spiritual healing in regard to those who 
pray for the recovery of the sick. Eminent 
faith is required, in them, for the coming of the 
healing power from God upon those for whom 
they pray. If this faith be weak or wavering, 
failure may ensue. A faltering faith in the one 
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who prays for healing may shake the faith of the 
one seeking to be healed. 
Precisely so it is in the spiritual sphere. How 
often does the pulpit place-and justly-the fail-
ure of conversions in a congregation to the 
account of the spiritual deadness of the Church! 
And do not the Scriptures plainly intimate that 
in proportion as the Church is in painful, agoniz-
ing and prayerful earnestness for the salvation 
of sinners, so will the gospel have success? Is 
not this the Prophet's meaning when he says : 
"As soon as Zion travailed she brought forth 
her children." -(Isaiah lxvi : 8.) 
If the faith of the Church for the healing of 
the body were fully up to the high level of God's 
promises, and if the faith of the sick were 
stimulated to a like altitude by reason of the 
courageous faith 'of the Church, it is fair to be-
lieve that all the sick m1ght be rescued from 
Satan's grasp; just• as, if this were the attitude 
of the Church spiritually-a glimpse of which 
we sometimes see in times of revival-multi-
tudes would be turned from sin to Christ, where 
now, here and there, a solitary conversion oc-
curs, or the gospel invitation falls lifeless upon 
unwilling ears. 
CHAPTER IV. 
WHY ARE NOT ALL HEALED IMMEDIATELY? 
ANOTHER question which has puzzled in-
quirers is : Why are not all healed imme-
diately, who are healed at all? This inquiry 
has arisen from the fact that in certain cases 
some are healed at once, rising from their beds 
where they had lain helpless for many years, 
and walking forth in full strength; while others 
are gradually healed, the process occupying 
days, or weeks, or even several months. 
That the power of God is equal to any emer-
gency, and might always effect an immediate 
cure, no one questions; nor can we limit His 
perfect willingness to heal. If, therefore, we 
hold to the analogy between the physical heal-
ing and the spiritual, we are obliged to say, on 
general principles, that the responsibility for 
the failure of an immediate cure lies somewhere 
with the sick, or with some of the persons or 
instrumentalities employed in seeking a cure; 
just as, in the spiritual sphere, with the free 
offer of pardon, we must attribute failure to 
accept Christ at once wholly to the sinner, or 
to those who a-re striving to bring him to Christ. 
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This evidently appears to be the general prin-
ciple involved, although it may possibly admit 
of exceptions. 
Look first at the spiritual side. How often 
do we see persons upon whom the gospel has 
made a powerful but yet not a completely sav-
ing impression, seemingly approach, by gradual 
steps, nearer and nearer the cross of Calvary, 
almost ready to roll off their burden there, like 
Bunyan's pilgrim. Outwardly, at least, they 
do much toward obeying the command: "Cast 
away from you all your transgressions, whereby 
ye have transgressed; and make you a new 
heart and a new spirit."-(Ezekiel xviii: 31.) 
They break off this sin; they reform that habit; 
they discharge this obligation; they open their 
long-neglected Bibles and read and pray; they 
become more liberal with their money for the 
poor, or to support the gospel at home or to 
send it abroad; and thus they make progress-
outward, at least, and yet quite essential-to-
ward being cured of sin. They cannot find peace 
and rest without genuine repentance and faith, 
yet these outward movements may indicate an 
approach to Christ. 
Such a case may be likened somewhat, in all 
substantial elements, to one under a process of 
being gradually healed of bodily disease. Faith 
to grasp the promise may be too feeble to real-
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ize the blessing of being at once made "every 
whit whole." 
Take another illustration on the spiritual 
side. A man who is conscious of deep guilt, 
whose life has been filled with out-breaking sin, 
may yield on the first clear presentation of 
Christ as a Saviour. Conviction of sin may be 
overwhelming as at the Pentecost under the 
preaching of St. Peter, when the cry was, "Men 
and brethren, what shall we do?" Seeing no 
way ef escape but in Christ, he embraces Him 
eagerly, and at once finds peace. 
This may illustrate a case of immediate heal-
ing of the body. The mental vision is clear; 
the promise seems as trustworthy as that made 
for the cure of the soul; it is embraced by an 
unhesitating and strong faith; and the work is 
done. 
It is unquestionably true, in both the physical 
and spiritual sphere, that the immediate or 
gradual character of the healing may be due, 
largely, to the mental and moral, and even to the 
physical, characteristics of the persons con-
cerned; or to their other constitutional peculiar-
ities of some sort; or to their religious habits 
and education; or to still other traits or idio-
syncrasies, not understood by others, and but 
partially known even to themselves. 
Every observant pastor must have perceived 
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the different effects which the same truth has, 
whether presented in the pulpit or in personal 
conversation, upon different classes of minds. 
Some, of naturally warm temperament or tender 
susceptibilities, embrace the truth in all stages 
of their spiritual progress, with eagerness, and 
advance rapidly in spiritual knowledge and ex-
perience. Others, of a cooler and more reflect-
ive turn, receive spiritual impressions more 
cautiously, demand evidence at every step, and 
scrutinize it rigidly, and come to their conclu-
sions more deliberately. These different expe-
riences are entirely consistent with the position 
that all may be equally under the guiding 
power of the Holy Spirit. "There are diversi-
ties of operations; but it is the same God which 
worketh all in all." '' But all these worketh 
that one and the self-same Spirit, dividing to 
every man severally as he will.''-(1 Cor. xii: 6, 
I 1.) 
In endeavoring to answer the question with 
which this paper opens, it may be well to bear 
in mind that the general principle of a parallel 
between the healing of the body of disease and 
the healing of the soul of sin admits of possi-
ble exceptions, as already intimated. Experi-
ence may sometimes serve to settle questions of 
this nature. One case may be mentioned, for 
illustration. 
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Some few years ago, when the writer was in 
England-where he first came to the knowledge 
of the doctrine, practically applied, of healing 
bodily disease by means of the prayer of faith 
-he met, among many others who accepted the 
doctrine, a Miss G., residing in London, who 
was, and is still, remarkably successful as a 
"faith healer." She is an educated and accom-
plished lady, a daughter of a clergyman of the 
Established Church of England, and her whole 
life is consecrated to Christ, and filled with 
deeds of "doing good" in imitation of Him. 
When called to visit the sick and pray for their 
recovery, it is her habit to ask God's will before 
prayer, as to the result. This is done in private 
when opportunity offers. Such is her access to 
the throne of grace, so close is her communion 
with God, that she never fails of a satisfactory 
answer. So far as the writer's recollection 
serves, the cures in which she is concerned are, 
for the most part, immediate, when all the con-
ditions are complied with. In one remarkable 
case, however, where a woman in middle life 
had been paralyzed from her hips to her feet, 
so that she had dragged her lifeless and de-
formed limbs for over thirty years, the answer 
to Miss G.'s prayer for the result was that the 
person would be healed, but that the recovery 
would be gradual. At the time the case was 
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related to the writer, some three months had 
elapsed since the healing process had begun. 
She was then able to walk, and the writer met 
her at a drawing-room prayer-meeting at Miss 
G.'s residence, and heard the restored woman 
mention her experience of healing.* 
This was a case perfectly within the province 
of Omnipotence, and had it been God's will the 
cure might have been effected instantaneously. 
But for wise purposes, known only to Himself, 
He chose to intimate to His waiting servant 
that the cure would be gradual. There may be, 
in certain cases, reasons in the Divine Mind, 
even where there is true faith in exercise both 
by the sick and by those who pray for their 
recovery, why the healing should be gradual. 
But still there is ground for believing that if 
our faith were stronger we might see far grander 
displays of God's power. 
* It is due to the truth to say that, since this case was mentioned in the 
Triumphs of .Faith, a letter from Miss G. states that this woman has 
"relapsed into her former life of sin," and her healing, consequently, has 
failed. 
CHAPTER V. 
WHY IS NOT HEALING ALWAYS PERMANENT? 
ANOTHER inquiry is, Why do some, who 
appear to be healed, either partially or 
wholly, soon relapse into the same sickness? If 
this be deemed surprising as to the healing of 
the body, why should we not be equally sur-
prised at an occasion for a similar inquiry 
regarding the healing of the soul? 
Is it not one of the commonest phases of prac-
tical Christianity, seen in all denominations, 
that many whose genuine conversion is un-
doubted "run well" for a time, and then become 
cool in their love, weak in faith, less zealous in 
good works? From the light in which they 
walked, during the warm th of their "first love," 
they are brought into darkness, and often into 
bitter bondage. Others, equally firm in faith at 
first, go so far from Christ as to relapse into 
open sin; and, for the time, their communion 
with Christ is wholly broken. Still another 
class, who gave equally good evidence of spir-
itual regeneration, have at length not only 
lapsed into sin, but alas! they have forsaken the 
house of God and openly apostatized from the 
faith in Christ! 
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We are not warranted in drawing the conclu-
sion that any one in these three classes is not a 
child of God. He alone who reads the heart 
can determine. May we not, rather, in the 
light of such cases as those of David and Peter, 
charitably hope that these are all children of 
God; that they are among His spiritually healed 
ones; and that, though now wandering far 
astray, they shall be brought back by the loving 
Spirit, wiser for the buffetings of sin and Satan, 
and firmly resolved henceforth to serve Christ 
to the end? The actual return to the spiritual 
fold, of many such, we are permitted to see, and 
others whose wanderings are prolonged may 
yet return. 
If, then, these things are so in the spiritual 
realm, why may they not be in the physical? 
Need there be anything more strange in the 
latter than in the former, if our bodily diseases 
as truly as vur spiritual maladies are atoned for 
by Christ? The truly healed body- is liable to 
relapses, just as is the truly converted soul, 
under the common infirmities of our fallen con-
dition; and as to those healed in body, the 
physical and the spiritual relapses are very 
likely to occur together, if either take place. If 
faith in the bodily cure become weak, either 
after or during the process of recovery, the re-
lapse into sickness would be most natural; just 
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as a weakened faith in Christ for the cure of sin 
would bring on spiritual darkness, with the loss 
of joy and peace. It is only by a constant exer-
cise of faith in Christ, daily, hourly, moment-
arily, constantly, that our spiritual life can be 
maintained. "The just shall live by his faith." 
-(Hab. ii: 4; Rom. i: 17; Gal. iii: II; Heb. x: 
38.) It is the same in physical healing. During 
the process of bodily recovery faith must be in 
constant exercise. It is not one heroic act of faith 
to accept the promise for healing that will 
effectually remove disease. This is essential, 
but it is only a true beginning. Faith must be 
constant; must be in active exercise until the 
body is completely delivered and made "every 
whit whole." 
Beyond all this, or as a particular element in 
these relapses, God may make use of them to 
strengthen faith and perfect consecration. We 
of ten find our graces developed under affliction. 
He may permit a partial relapse 'from bodily 
cure, or severe suffering, in order to "test" the 
faith of the healed one; not that God may know 
its genuineness, or its defects, but that the suf-
ferer may. While, therefore, the physical re-
lapse may be wholly our fault, through defective 
faith, God may overrule it for our good, and for 
the ultimate restoration to bodily health by 
developing stronger faith and a full consecra-
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tion; just as similar results in the purely spir-
itual realm may be realized under some per-
mitted bereavement of the soul. 
It is often true of faith, whether relating to 
the cure of the body or the cure of the soul, that 
its purity and genuineness shine all the more 
brightly amid the shadows of life. It would 
seem easy to believe in the goodness of God in 
the sunshine; and yet that is just the time when 
we are in danger of forgetting God altogether. 
When left to wander in darkness, when all hu-
man help fails, when we are driven to God as 
our only reliance, then we cast ourselves in de-
spair upon His promises and receive them by 
faith. 
How few prize health while health is enjoyed; 
how few accept it as one of God's most precious 
gifts. So in sickness, how few ask God for re-
lief, unless it becomes severe, or until one is 
brought to the very gates of death; and even 
then, if genuine faith spring up in the soul, 
which shall avail for healing the diseased body, 
it must be from the in-breathing of the Holy 
Spirit. Unless one has been intelligently in-
structed in the doctrine of healing the body by 
the prayer of faith, and perhaps in addition has 
been brought down by sickness, there is seldom 
offered that cry for relief which takes hold on 
the power of God, until the sufferer feels tha:t 
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the grasp of death is upon him. Then, in very 
despair, we often witness the very birth of faith. 
It is much the same with the soul in its con-
tests with sin, in many cases. Faith is born 
when hope dies. All is then forsaken for Christ. 
The phases of our life, bodily and spiritual, 
-are often too subtle to come within our grasp, 
and it would be vain to hope to unravel all their 
mysteries. But valuable light is shed, not only 
on the healing of the body, but on the cure of 
the soul from sin, by accepting the truth that 
both are provided for by Christ's. atonement; 
and then tracing the analogy which exists in the 
healing process within these diverse depart-
ments of our nature. 
CHAPTER VI. 
ANOTHER ASPECT OF PERMANENCE. 
J NQUIRIES to this effect are made: If Christ 
has provided for the cure of bodily disease, 
through faith in His atoning blood, why may 
not His people become perfect in bodily health, 
and remain so to the end of life ? On the other 
hand, why are "so many of those who are healed 
only partially restored?" 
The general answer to these and all similar 
inquiries is the same, substantially, which has 
already been given to questions presented in the 
immediately preceding papers. It rests upon 
the analogy which exists between the healing of 
the body and the healing of the soul. 
For example, in regard to the first of the fore-
going inquiries, the answer is precisely that 
which should be made to the question con-
cerning the soul, namely: If Christ has made an 
atonement for sin, why may not his people be-
come perfect in holiness, and remain so to the end 
of life? The proper answer to this question is 
the proper answer to the other, for the basis and 
provisions for healing are the same for the body 
and the soul. If, therefore, €hrist's atonement 
provides for perfect holiness, so it does for per• 
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feet health; if it provides for partial holiness, 
and only this, so it does for incomplete health. 
Which view of this provision is the true one 
must be settled by the Scriptures. 
Let us look at the spiritual side. Does any 
one doubt that the atonement has made com-
plete release from sin possible? Nay, more. 
Was it not the very purpose for which Christ 
died, to deliver his people from all sin? How 
could this be more plainly declared than in pas-
sages of which the following are a sample of 
many? The announcement at His birth was: 
"Thou shalt call His name Jesus, for He shall 
save His people from their sinsY-(Matt. i: 21.) 
John i: 29. "Who 1 His own self bare our sins 
in His own body on the tree."-(1 Peter, ii: 24.) 
"Him who knew no sin He made to be sin on 
our behalf, that we might become the righteous-
ness of God in Him."-(2 Cor. v: 21, .Rev. Ver.) 
"The blood of Jesus Christ His Son cleanse th 
us from all sin." "If we confess our.sins, He is 
faithful and just to forgive us our sins, and to 
cleanse us from all unrighteousness."-(t John, 
i: 7, 9.) In the same line is the teaching of the 
entire Scriptures, viz., that Christ's atonement 
provides for the complete removal of all sin; 
and, therefore, it follows that His people may 
be delivered from all sin. It is not a partial 
but a complete deliverance which is provided for, 
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and this is freely offered them. But it is essential 
to remember that "we are made partakers of the 
redemption purchased by Christ by the effectual 
application of it to us by His Holy Spirit." 
If this be so, then, on the principle that 
Christ's atonement was made for the relief of 
the body as well as the soul, His people may 
be delivered from "all manner of sickness and 
all manner of disease," just as truly as they may 
be " cleansed from all sin." 
If the foregoing ground be tenable, important 
practical considerations follow. The atonement 
is more than a theory of grace. It is designed 
to bring the highest possible blessings for body 
and soul into the actual possession of every one 
of Christ's redeemed people. If, therefore, with 
the ample provision made, any who are sick are 
not delivered and preserved from sickness, and 
if any are not delivered and preserved from sin, 
the fault is wholly their own; and it is simply be-
cause they do not avail themselves of the most 
abundantly-provided and most freely-offered 
grace of the gospel. 
All evangelical denominations agree in this 
view, so far as sin and the soul are concerned; 
and, in fact, there is no other consistent view 
which can be taken of the gospel. Whatever 
may be its provisions-offered to and urged 
upon the people-failure to accomplish their 
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legitimate results rests solely on the people who 
neglect or misuse them. 
But, says one, the doctrine now claimed for 
body and soul would, if logically carried out, 
lead to perfection; presenting the soul freed 
from all sin, and the body exempt from all dis-
ease. Be it so. But do not Christians of every 
name so read the Scriptures? It is only a ques-
tion when these results to soul and body shall be 
accomplished, All agree that in death, at least, 
the work for both will be completely done. 
But, moreover, with such precepts as this 
ringing in our· ears from the lips of the Son- of 
God, among the very earliest of his teachings, 
"Be ye perfect, even as your Father which is in 
Heaven is perfect" (Matt. v: 48), does not every 
faithful preacher of the gospel hold up perfec-
tion in holiness as the only true standard for 
present and continuous Christian attainment? 
Does not every intelligent Christian regard it a 
duty to seek complete deliverance from sin? Is 
not this continually before him as a prayer 
and a labor? Whether any actually reach, at 
any period in this life, perfection in holiness, 
entire freedom from sin, does not concern the 
question in hand. All we say is, that provision 
for the body and the soul, by Chrhn's work, is 
the same; that just to the extent that. the soul 
. may be delivered from sin, the body may be de-
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livered from disease; and that just to the extent 
that the soul may be kept from sin, the body may 
be kept from sickness; and furthermore, as the 
gospel has made complete provision for both 
body and soul, the extent, either for cure or pre-
vention, to which the gospel may be made avail-
able for the body or the soul, depends wholly 
upon the faithfulness of the people in using the 
provisions of grace. 
In regard to tlie second of ·the questions at 
the head of this paper, Why are "so many of 
those who are healed only partially restored?" 
the answer may be anticipated by what has al-
ready been said. It is the same that would be 
rendered to the question, Why are '' so many" 
converts from sin "only partially restored?" 
Why are there '' so many" spiritually sick peo-
ple in all the churches when the storehouse of 
divine grace is full of the richest spiritual medi-
cine and food, freely offered and even urged 
upon them? The plain and Scriptural answer 
is: The people do not take, or do not properly 
appropriate, by faith, the blessings which Jesus 
has so amply provided for.them. 
The misconceptions concerning faith-healing 
are numerous. Some think that if they are 
once cured they will not be sick again. We 
shall all be liable to sickness during life, just as 
we are liable to sin, the occasions and tempta-
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tions to each being ever present; but provision 
having been made for our complete deliverance 
from each, we need not fall back under the do-
minion of either; nor shall we, if we walk by 
faith, and in full surrender to the leadings of the 
Holy Spirit. If, however, under strong tempta-
tion, we take a course which brings on sickness, 
we may again be healed by the Great Physician ; 
just as we may be forgiven of sin, if betrayed 
into it. "If any man sin, we have an Advocate 
with the Father, Jesus Christ, the righteous.'' 
"If we confess our sins, He is faithful and just 
to forgive us our sins, and to cleanse us from all 
unrighteousness."-(r John ii: r, and i: 9.) 
Another strange misconception is, that if the 
doctrine of faith-healing be true, its application 
would abolish death among Christ's people. A 
distinguished Professor of Christian Apologet-
ics says : "If prayer may now always avail for 
healing, why is not death banished at once and 
forever from the circle of unquestioning be-
lievers ?" The doctrine does not claim a release 
from death, nor can any just inference from it 
involve that consequence. It claims a release 
from disease only.,· and, granting .thaUhis should 
be complete, in the case of Christ's people, it 
need not release them from death, for death oc-
curs to vast multitudes of the race without any 
sickness whatever. 
CHAPTER VII. 
THE GOSPEL AN EXCLUSIVE SYSTEM. 
A SPECIAL feature of the gospel provision 
for sin, which is radical, and which all 
Christians accept, may cast light upon faith 
healing, and serve to answer certain inquiries. 
The religion which teaches the pardon of sin 
through the atonement of Christ is wholly 
exclusive. It claims to be the only true religion 
on earth. No other can come into competition 
with it. It makes no compromise with or con-
cession to any other. It alone is wholly true; 
all others are false. Consequently, it is ulti-
mately to supplant all other systems, and pre-
vail over the whole earth. This is prophecy. 
It will be history. "And I saw, and behold a 
white horse; and He that sat on him had a 
bow; and a crown was given unto Him; and 
He went forth conquering and to conquer."-
(Rev. vi: 2.) "Gird thy sword upon thy thigh, 
0 most mighty, with Thy glory and Thy maj-
esty; and in Thy majesty ride prosperously, be-
cause of truth and meekness and righteousness." 
-(Psalm xiv: 3, 4.) 
If any one who is acquainted with the gospeJ 
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has a good hope of heaven, it is because he 
trusts in Christ alone for salvation from sin. He 
trusts not to prayers, nor to studying the Script-
ures, nor to worship, por to sacraments, nor to 
any service he can render to God, nor to any 
charity he can do for man. These are but 
means, blessed by the Holy Spirit, to bring the 
soul to Christ. As the gospel is the exclusive 
system, so Christ alone is the Saviour. 
Now, upon the principle announced at the 
opening of this series of papers-that Christ's 
atonement makes the same provision for the 
body as for the soul-notice what light is cast 
upon faith healing, when we see that no soul 
can be relieved of sin without trusting in Christ, 
and in Him alone. It must be precisely so with 
the healing of the body of disease. All trust 
for this must be placed in the Great Physician, 
and in Him alone. Other physicians, medicines, 
all human expedients, must be renounced. Any 
of these, if used, will prove hindrances to faith, 
and so far may prevent the coming forth of the 
power of God to heal. 
That this is the true doctrine of Scripture 
seems sufficiently clear. In actual practice God 
may make great concessions to human weak-
ness, to the biases of education, to strong prej-
udices, or to a weak faith; but still, with the 
teachings of Scripture made very clear, it savors 
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of presumption to take any other course than 
to follow them. 
In the spiritual sphere, God's forbearance may 
be signally illustrated. While Christ is the only 
Saviour, and faith in Him the only way of life, 
God may be very lenient toward human short-
comings. It is easy to understand that He may 
not turn the earnest suppliant away empty who 
is crying for mercy, even though, under the bias 
of religious training, he place some measure of 
reliance upon ord~nances, and sacraments, and 
ritual services, instead of trusting simply and 
wholly to Christ. God may, indeed, behold in 
the best instructed of His people some error in 
doctrine, in spite of which He saves them, for 
none are perfect in knowledge. 
So, also, it may be in the physical sphere. 
God may make concession here to human weak-
ness. A person who has been brought to the 
gates of death by long-continued and painful 
disease, and who has at length come to the 
knowledge of faith-healing, and is firmly re-
solved to trust God for relief, may possibly find 
relief, even though, under a sudden paroxysm 
of pain, resort may be had for the moment to 
hitherto discarded remedies. We cannot tell 
how far, either in the cure of sin or the cure of 
disease, God's forbearance with human weak-
ness or prejudice may be displayed; but it is 
3 
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not safe to presume upon this to any extent 
whatever. All we are authorized to do is to 
proclaim and accept the truth as God reveals it. 
This obliges us to say that we must look to 
Christ alone for salvation from sin; and, for the 
same reason, we must take Him only as the Sav-
iour of the body from disease. If God, in His 
infinite forbearance and in the exercise of His 
just prerogative, choose to go beyond the letter 
of His law-a law made for us, rather than for 
Himself-we may have occasion for the most 
profound thanksgiving, but no reason whatever 
for deviating from the rule He has given us. 
It is never best to pronounce oracularly where 
the Word of God is not clear. In the actual 
administration, however, of gospel ordinances, 
cases have come within our knowledge where a 
sinner has been kept many months and even 
years away from Christ, without hope and in 
distress, by reason of some false reliance, when 
giving up all for Christ and trusting Him alone 
would have brought instant relief and solid 
peace. 
Something similar to this, and with a sad 
result, we have known in dealing with bodily 
disease. We recall the case of an intelligent 
Christian lady, suffering from cancer. Her 
physicians had pronounced her incurable. But 
she had embraced the doctrine of healing by 
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faith, and believed she might be cured. Several 
friends visited her for counsel and prayer, on 
two or three occasions. She was "anointed 
with oil in the name of the Lord," and fervent 
prayer was offered. There was, for a time, 
strong hope of her recovery. On the last visit, 
however, it was found that a distant relative 
had sent her a medicine which had proved useful 
in other cases. She accepted it, and clung to its 
use to the last. It was plain to see from con-
versation that her faith was divided between 
trusting the Lord and trusting this new remedy. 
A fatal result was not surprising. 
God did not see fit, in this case, to relax His 
rule. The suffering one was told of the neces-
sity of absolute faith in God alone, but she 
presented to God a divided faith. To a person 
of less intelligence, or in a case where the false 
reliance might be, from certain mitigating cir-
cumstances, Jess clearly marked, God might have 
chosen to give the healing power; but this is a 
question for Him, and not for us. All we have 
a right to say is: God has given us a law, and 
if we expect to reap its benefits, we must yield 
to this law the most unhesitating and loving 
obedience. This applies alike to the body and 
the soul. 
CHAPTER VIII. 
SICKNESS ALWAYS TREATED AS AN EVIL. 
SOME Christian people object to "faith heal-
ing" because it appears to them to interfere 
with what they regard as an important element 
in God's plan. They set down sickness as pro-
vided by Him to promote the sanctification of 
His people; as a direct means of grace to this 
end, and, therefore, to seek the instant healing 
of the sick by asking God to restore health by 
an instant exertion of His power, they hold to 
be wholly unwarranted. 
"To the law and to the testimony." Bodily dis-
ease is spoken of in the Scriptures as an evil, a 
judgment for sin, an infliction of the devil, a 
bondage to Satan, and other similar expressions 
are used concerning it; but it is never anywhere 
called a blessing, much less an ordinance of 
God, or means of grace. 
That God of ten uses our sicknesses to bring 
us to thoughtfulness of our duty, to remind us 
of our departure from Him, and even as a 
"chastisement" and "rebuke," is clear enough; 
but, in like manner, He uses some men's fla-
grant sins, such as lying, cursiti1g, adultery, bias-
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phemy, for the purpose of alarming them and 
bringing them to Christ. But who will say that 
such out-breaking wickedness is ordained as a 
means of grace? Judas Iscariot was a chosen 
agent in God's plan of effecting our salvation, 
doing what Gc.,d's counsel determined before to 
be done; but Judas is in no sense our Saviour. 
If it be meant that sickness is overruled for our 
good, and that by it we are "chastised" for our 
shortcomings, be it so; but so is sin thus used, 
and all the machinations of the devil, if we 
heed and do not yield to them. 
It is, nevertheless, clear that bodily disease is 
stigmatized as an evil, whenever characterized 
in the Scriptures; and not only so, but deliver-
ance from it is pronounced a good, and a good 
to be sought. 
Look first at the evil character of disease. 
When the Israelites were in the wilderness, God 
threatened them with disease in case of disobe-
dience to His authority, while He promised 
exemption as the reward of obedience: "If thou 
wilt diligently hearken to the voice of the Lord 
thy God, and wilt do that which is right in His 
sight, and wilt give ear to His command-
ments, and keep all His statutes, I will put none 
of these diseases upon thee which I have brought 
upon the Egyptians: for I am the Lord that heal-
eth thee."-(Ex. xv: 26.) 
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So, also, in the second giving of the law, in a 
long list of curses threateaed for disobedience, 
the infliction o't disease upon the body bears a 
prominent place: "The Lord shall make the 
pestilence cleave unto thee; the Lord shall 
smite thee with a consumption, and with a fe-
ver, and with an inflammation. The Lord will 
smite thee with the botch of Egypt, . • • . 
whereof thou canst not be healed."-(Deut. xxviii: 
21, 22, 27.) So, all through the Old Testament, 
sickness and disease are set forth as a judicial 
infliction. 
The New Testament teaches the same doc-
trine, making all sorts of disease an evil, and 
tracing it to the devil. When Christ healed the 
crippled woman who had suffered for "eighteen 
years," He spake of her as "being a daughter 
of Abraham, whom Satan hath bound."-(Luke 
xiii: 16.) This may be deemed a typical case. 
Turn,, now, to the other side and see how 
pointedly the removal of disease by the direct 
power of God is pronounced a blessing. Among 
the good things promised the children of Israel 
on their entering Canaan was deliverance from 
sickness: "And ye shall serve the Lord your 
God, and He shall bless thy bread and thy wa-
ter; and I will take sickness away from the midst of 
thee."-(Ex. xxiii: 25.) Among the rewards of 
obedience promised, we find this: "And the 
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Lord will take away from thee all sickness, and 
will put none of the evil diseases of Egypt, 
which thou knowest, upon thee; but will lay 
them upon all them that hate thee."-(Deut. vii: 
15.) Thus, the removal of "all sickness" was 
declared a blessing, a reward of obedience to 
God; while the infliction of disease was a judg-
ment of God upon His and His people's ene-
mies. 
When we open the New Testament we find 
that the healing of the body, as has been fully 
shown in the first two papers of this series, was 
not only among the daily works of Christ and 
His commissioned disciples, but was put by the 
Divine Head of the Church into the commission 
to "preach the gospel to every creature," as one 
of the specific powers with which the Church 
was endowed, and which was to continue during 
the entire New Testament dispensation. Not 
preachers of the gospel alone were thus en-
dowed, but it is said of "them that believe''-
including all true believers-that "they shall 
lay hands on the sick, and they shall recover." 
-(Mark xvi: 18.) 
If, now, we seek in the spiritual realm for a 
parallel to the sentiment concerning the body, 
that sickness is ordained for its good, even for 
our sanctification, where shall we find it con-
cerning the soul without taking the position 
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that sin is ordained for its good? There are 
some, indeed, who come very near to this. We 
heard of a case in England where a man, in a 
public assembly, "thanked God for in-dwelling 
sin." This most extraordinary burst of -thanks-
giving was evolved from an impression that a 
lively sense of uneradicated sin was necessary to 
keep us humble! How much better would it be 
for one's spiritual life to renounce such a delu-
sive conceit, and to trust wholly in "the blood" 
which "cleaoseth us from all sin," and to make 
that confession which insures the promise of 
God "to cleanse us from all unrighteousness." 
-(1 John i: 7, 9.) 
Some things involved in this topic are very 
clear, and they are of infinite moment. Sin is 
always declared in the Scriptures to be an evil; 
and so are all the fruits of sin, of which sickness 
is one of the chief. Sin and its fruits may be 
removed-natural death excepted-from any 
soul and body involved therein, through the 
sacrifice of Christ. 
It will be observed, however, that thus far our 
observations have been confined to "sickness" 
and "disease." There are other phases of suf-
fering which result from sin which have not 
been considered. The problem of suffering is a 
large one, and some further attention will be 
given it in the next succeeding papers. 
CHAPTER IX. 
MENTAL TRIALS REMOVED THROUGH CHRIST. 
QN the ground now claimed that the cure of 
disease as well as of sin is provided for in 
Christ's atonement, this inquiry is made: Why 
are not mental and heart trials atoned for as the 
fruits of sin, and if they are, why may not they, 
too, be removed? They are included in Christ's 
work, and they may be removed.- The chief 
questions are when? and how? As to the former, 
they may be removed just when the sufferer 
shall comply with the conditions prescribed. 
The latter question requires further notice. 
First, let us again refer to the Scripture, 
which gives promise of their removal. We have 
hitherto dwelt upon a portion only of Isaiah's 
prophecy which St. Matthew interprets, that 
portion which bears upon our release from sin 
and bodily disease. Another part relates to trials 
of the mind and heart. Isaiah says of the Mes-
siah: "He hath carried our sorrows." These 
words ref er to mental trials, anguish, mental and 
heart troubles of any kind. We prefer to give 
other authority for this than our own, and hence:, 
insert a note.* 
* In a foot-note to the first paper, the late Albert Barnes was quoted as 
authority for the meaning given to the words of Isaiah," He hath borne 
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The chief elements in the problem of suffer-
ing, so far as the Lord's people are concerned, 
may perhaps be covered by one or the other of 
the following propositions. Their sufferings 
are: 
1. Either a "chastisement" for some short-
coming or sin, for which they are "rebuked" 
(see Heb. xii: 5; Rev. iii: 19); 
2. Or, trials in which they are so fully sus-
tained that their very sufferings cease to be such, 
properly, and become occasions of joy; 
3. Or, where sickness or other suffering has 
been erroneously regarded as a direct means of 
grace of divine appointment; 
our griefs." We here insert his interpretation of the remainder of the 
sentence, " and carried our sorrows. "-(Isaiah !iii : 4.) The italics in the 
quotation are those of the .author. Mr. Barnes says: " Our sorrows. 
Perhaps the proper difference between this word and the word translated 
griefs is, that this refers to the pains of the mind, that of the body; this 
to anguish, anxiety, or trouble of the soul, that to bodily infirmity and dis-
ease." After quoting many eminent authorities, Mr. Barnes further says: 
" The phrase, therefore, properly seems to mean that He took npon Him-
self the mental sorrows of men. He not only took their diseases, and 
bore them away, but He also took or bore their mental griefs. That is, 
He subjected Himself to the kind of mental sorrow which was needful 
in order to remove them." Archbishop Magee, in his learned and 
standard work on "The Atonement," takes the same view as Mr. 
Barnes, referring the words rendered "griefs" in Isaiah to " bodily dis-
eases ; " while he further says of the phrase, "carried our sorrows," now 
in hand: " This relates not to bodily pains and distempers, but to the 
diseases and torments of the mind." The Archbishop also quotes many 
passages of Scripture where the original Hebrew word is so rendered. 
Many other eminent men take the same view; but these authorities are 
sufficient for our purpose. 
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4. Or, where suffering is voluntarily endured 
for the promotion of the gospel, for which 
special reward is promised. 
Christ's sufferings, in every respect, were 
wholly for His people, and in no sense for Him-
self. "For the transgressions of my people was 
He stricken."-(Isaiah liii: 8.) St. Paul, dwell-
ing upon the priesthood of Christ, says: "For 
we have not an High Priest which cannot be 
touched with the feeling of our infirmities; but 
was in all points tempted like as we are, yet 
without sin."-(Heb. iv: 15.) 
Other passages, also, needless to quote, show 
that both our 1' griefs" and "sorrows" were in-
cluded in what Christ bore for us in His own 
body and soul as He hung upon the tree. If, 
then, He bore them, as a part of His atoning 
work, as our High Priest, we need not bear 
them. And is not this the teaching of Scripture 
everywhere? What else can such passages as 
these mean ? Hear the Psalmist : "Cast thy 
burden upon the Lord, and He shall sustain 
thee. "-(Psalm Iv: 22.) There is no specifica-
tion here as to what the "burden " may be. It 
includes every kind and degree of "burden" to 
which any one is subject. To the same effect 
are the words of St. Peter: "Casting all your 
care upon Him, for He careth for you."-(1 
Peter v: 7.) As Dr. Dwight would say of these 
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words, "Their obvious meaning is their true 
meaning." "All" here means all. 
Christ applies this care of God to all the tem-
poral wants and anxieties of His people. "Take 
no thought (Be not anxious-Rev. Ver.) for your 
life, what ye shall eat, or what ye shall drink, 
nor yet for your body, what ye shall put on." 
"But seek ye first the Kingdom of God and His 
righteousness, and all these things shall be 
added unto you."-(Matt. vi: 25, 33.) Are such 
promises realized in the actual experience of 
Christ's people? Says David: "I have been 
young, and now am old; yet have I not seen the 
righteous forsaken, nor his seed begging bread." 
-(Psalm xxx~ii: 25.) What David declared has 
been the common observation of mankind con-
cerning the fulfillment of the Lord's promises 
to His people in temporal things. Whoever 
distrusts God to make good His word is put 
without the pale of promised plessing. 
It is precisely so in regard to "griefs" and 
"sorrows," and a11 ills of the mind and heart. 
If our burdens are cast on our High Priest, by 
faith, He takes them and relieves us, so that our 
experience is as though we had them not. Nay, 
more than this, we may rejoice in them; so that 
what, without trust in Christ, would crush us 
to the earth, now, through faith, and by His 
grace, raises a shout of joy in the soul! 
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Such was St. Paul's experience: "Most gladly, 
therefore, will I rather glory in my infirmities, 
that the power of Christ may rest upon me. 
Therefore I take pleasure in infirmities, in re-
proaches, in necessities, in persecutions, in dis-
tress for Christ's sake; for when I am weak then 
am I strong."-(2 Cor. xii: 9, 10.) He candidly 
admits the necessity of his affliction (verse 7.) 
But, says one, is not chastening directly spoken 
of as one of God's methods for purifying His 
people? Undoubtedly; but it is used to correct 
their waywardness; whereas, if they fully em-
braced their privileges, it would not be needed. 
Take one of the strongest passages in the Script-
ures, and see if this is not its meaning: "My 
son, despise not thou the chastening of the 
Lord, nor faint when thou art rebuked of Him; 
for Whom the Lord loveth He chasteneth, and 
scourgeth every son whom He receiveth. If ye 
endure chastening, God dealeth with you as 
sons; for what son is he w horn the father chas-
teneth not? "-(Heb. xii: 5-7.) "As many as I 
love, I rebuke and chasten; be zealous, therefore, 
and npent."•--(Rev. iii: 19.) 
The purport of this is plain. Why are the 
"sons" of God "rebuked of Him," through 
"chastening," and why are they called to "re-
pent," except that they have fallen into some 
sin, or neglected some duty, or failed to yield 
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themselves fully to the guidance of God's Spirit 
and word? Can any one show from the Script-
ures any other cause for "chastisement?" 
If any choose to deem the faithful witnesses 
for Christ, who have been called to the stake, as 
an exception, let it be remembered that they 
"cast their burdens upon the Lord;' and that 
the promise, "and He shall sustain thee," was 
fulfilled in them as their shouts of praise as-
cended to heaven, along with the flames which 
consumed their flesh! 
Guided by the Scriptures, therefore, and by 
the experience of their truth in the lives of the 
Lord's people in all ages, we see that the suffer-
ings of Christ were designed to cover, and do 
cover, all the ills of His people; that He not 
only was "stricken" for their "transgression" 
when He made "His soul an offering for sin," 
but that He "bore our diseases," and in addi-
tion "hath liorne our griefs and carried our sor-
rows." Language could not be more compre-
hensive on the one hand, and specific on the 
other, to show that our sins of soul, our diseases of 
body, with our griefs and sorrows of mind and heart, 
are equally embraced in Christ's atonement. If, 
therefore, He has borne them, His people may 
be relieved of them. 
But, says one, still unsatisfied, does not David 
recognize a positive good in suffering, when he 
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says: "It is good for me that I have been afflict-
ed?" By no means; only a contingent good. 
Both affliction and infliction became necessary 
in his case, because he had outrageously sinned; 
he had been guilty of falsehood, adultery, and 
murder! When the prophet Nathan aroused 
him from his guilty trance, and he was melted 
to contrition, so fully poured forth in the 51st 
Psalm, then he saw the'' good" of being "afflict-
ed." Affliction was merely the incident which 
God used to .arouse his conscience-" that I 
might team Thy statutes.-(Psalm cxix: 71.) 
"Before I was afflicted I went astray; but now 
I have kept Thy word.''-(Psalm cxix: 67.) Pre-
cisely; but had he "kept" God's ''word" he 
would not have "gone astray," and therefore 
would not have been "afflicted." 
CHAPTER X. 
SPECIAL GIFTS AND UNRESTRICTED PRIVILEGES. 
JS "faith-healing" a "gift" bestowed upon a 
class who are specially called of the Lord to 
this work? That in its nature it is a "gift" of 
a peculiar kind is shown in the passage where 
the "gifts of the Spirit" are spoken of at length; 
and the same Scripture seems to teach that it is 
a "gift" bestowed upon some persons in prefer-
ence to others: "Now there are diversities of 
gifts, but the same Spirit .••. But the manifes-
tation of the Spirit is given to every man to 
profit withal. For to one is given, by the Spirit, 
the word of wisdom; to another the word of 
knowledge, by the same Spirit; to another faith, 
by the same Spirit; to another the gift of heal-
ing, by the same Spirit ...• But all these work-
eth that one and the self-same Spirit, dividing 
to every man severally as He will."-(1 Cor. xii: 
4, 7, 8, 9, II.) 
On the other hand, when our Saviour gave the 
gospel commission to His Church, He declared 
that the healing of the sick was a function which 
all His people were authorized to exercise. 
Nothing can be plainer than His language on 
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this point: '' Go ye into all the world, and 
preach the gospel to every creature .•.. And 
these signs shall follow them that believe "-mean-
ing, indiscriminately, all His people, male and 
female-" In My name .... they shall lay 
hands on the sick, and they shall recover."-
(Mark xvi: 15, 17, 18.) A verse in the epistle of 
St. James, v: 16, appears to be of the same pur-
port: "Confess your faults one to another, and 
pray one for another, that ye may be healed." 
This plainly refers to the people of God, without 
distinction of class or sex. 
There need be no contradiction here. A per-
tinent illustration may be taken from the spir-
itual side; and thus again we may see how close 
is the analogy, and how many and striking are 
the parallelisms, in the line of bodily and soul 
healing. 
The commission of Christ to "preach the gos-
pel to every creature" was not given to a class 
mere]y, but the obligation was laid upon the 
whole Church. How this duty was performed 
in the primitive Church may be seen in the con-
duct of the disciples immediately after the mar-
tyrdom of Stephen. The persecution dispersed 
them, "and they were all scattered abroad 
throughout the regions of Judea and Samaria, 
except the apostles." "Therefore they that were 
scattered abroad went everywhere preaching the 
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word."-(Acts viii: 1, 4.) Every disciple told 
"everywhere,, the story of salvation through 
Christ. 
That this duty binds the Church to-day, and 
at all times, and binds every member thereof, is 
generally accepted as true, however poorly it 
may be exemplified. Says the Bishop of Liver-
pool, England (better known in this country, 
through his devotional works, as Canon Ryle), 
in his Notes on the Gospel of St. Matthew: 
"Let us observe the duty which Jesus lays on 
His disciples. He bids them 'Go and teach all 
nations.' Let us never forget that this solemn 
injunction is still in force. It is still the bounden 
duty of every disciple to do all he can, in person 
and by prayer, to make others acquainted with 
Jesus. It may well be questioned whether a 
man knows the value of the gospel himself, if 
he does not desire to make it known to all the 
world." 
These ringing words of Bishop Ryle find 
an echo in every devout Christian heart. It is 
becoming more and more common i•n our day, 
than was wont, to hold every individual member 
of the visible Church to the duty of telling the 
story of the cross to his friends and neighbors, 
and to all whom he can reach, as God may give 
him opportunity; and where such occasions are 
improved, in the true spirit of the great com-
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mission, many souls are led to Christ and saved. 
Some faithful private members are making 
converts to Christ almost daily_ 
While thus Christ's commission is laid upon 
the whole Church, it is yet true that He calls 
the public ministry to this work in their official 
capacity ; and then, beyond all this, He raises 
up "evangelists," upon whom he bestows special 
"gifts" - "to another, prophecy," preaching 
(1 Cor. xii: 10)-and to whom He gives a 
special call to a special work, and upon whom 
He pours a large measure of His Spirit and 
gives them great success in winning souls to 
Christ. Such specially-chosen and successful 
"evangelists" have been honored of God in all 
ages of the Church. They might be named, but 
their names are household words to the whole 
Church of Christ. 
May not these facts of the spiritual realm cast 
light into the physical realm, and help to answer 
the question whether faith-healing of the body 
of disease may be a "gift"? Is not the true 
solution this: that as God, in dealing with the 
soul, gives to some persons special endowments, 
while yet He lays the duty of winning souls to 
Christ upon all His people; so, in curing the 
body of disease, He bestows upon some the 
special "gifts of healing," while at the same 
time He bestows this power upon all "them that 
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believe," who will, by consecration and faith, 
give their lives unreservedly to His service? 
Observe the working of this problem in prac-
tice, and see if we are not brought to the same 
conclusion. Take the spiritual side. Here and 
there we see a man, or a woman, signally blessed, 
by dealing with individual souls, in making con-
verts to Christ. It is said of "Father Carpen-
ter," of Newark, New Jersey, a plain man, with-
out education, and engaged in a daily employ-
ment, that so faithful was he in private efforts 
that he was instrumental, in the course of an 
ordinary life, in ten thousand conversions! The 
secret of this success was that he lived for Christ. 
Such devotion shows similar success in other 
cases. 
Who can tell that the healing of the body may 
not be illustrated in a similar manner, when we 
behold a consecrated and believing Church ? 
Nothing can be clearer-for it is declared in 
Christ's very words-than that, in the primitive 
Church, when the people went forth under the 
original gospel commission, all of "them that 
believed" had authority "to lay hands on the 
sick," and by Christ's power-" in my name"-
behold them "recover." Who will pretend that 
there is a syllable in the word of God which 
declares, hints, or remotely intimates, that this 
power has been withdrawn from the Church? 
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One cheering fact enlightens the deep dark-
ness of the world. God seems to be illustrating 
His healing of the body, in this day, and awaken-
ing His Church to the duty, as rarely ever be-
fore, at least since the Lutheran Reformation. 
Might we not see a revival of God's work here, 
as in the spiritual realm, if equal consecration 
and faith should characterize His Church? 
CHAPTER XI. 
BODILY HEALING SUPERNATURAL RATHER THAN 
MIRACULOUS, 
JS the healing of bodily disease, through the 
prayer of faith, a "miracle"? In the pas-
sage where "spiritual gifts" are spoken of at 
considerable length and with definiteness, a dis-
crimination is made between '' gifts of healing'' 
and "miracles," thus: "To another, faith, by 
the same Spirit; to another, the gift of healing, 
by the same Spirit; to another, the working of 
miracles; to another, prophecy," etc.-(1 Cor. 
xii: 9, 10.) 
It would seem from this that the apostle makes 
a clear distinction between" miracles" and "heal-
ing," when speaking of the "diversities of gifts" 
conferred by "the same Spirit." It is precisely 
the same when he specifies the various classes of 
teachers: "And God hath set some in the 
Church; first, apostles; secondarily, prophets; 
thirdly, teachers; after that, miracles; then, 
gifts of healings; helps; governments; diversi-
ties of tongues. Are all apostles? Are all 
prophets? Are all teachers? Are all workers 
of miracles? Have all the gifts of healing? Do 
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all speak with tongues? Do all interpret?"-
(1 Cor. xii: 28-30.) The same distinction would 
seem to be in the apostle's mind when he speaks 
of the power conferred upon the earliest preach-
ers of the gospel: '• God also bearing them wit-
ness, both with signs and wonders, and with 
divers miracles, and gifts of the Holy Ghost, 
according to His own will."-(Heb. ii: 4.) 
If we turn to the gospels and examine the 
maoy cases of the healing of the sick by Christ 
and His disciples, we find that in no case do 
they call such healing a "miracle." It is the 
same with the numerous cases of healing men-
tioned in the Acts of the Apostles. Bear in 
mind that we are speaking strictly of healing the 
sick. 
When we come to cases of raising the dead, 
curing the blind, the dumb and the lame from 
birth, and similar works, the term "miracle" is 
often applied, bu.t, even then, not uniformly. 
But when dealing with bodily disease and 
sickness, strictly, we do not find either Christ or 
the apostles classing the cure among" miracles;" 
whereas the term "healing" is frequently used 
to cover nearly all the mighty works which 
Christ and the disci pies wrought for the human 
body and mind. The term "miracle" is also 
applied to such works as the turning of water 
into wine, destroying the fig-tree, etc. 
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There is, possibly, a solitary exception to the 
above position that the term "miracle" is not 
applied by them to the curing of sickness. It is 
said: "God wrought special miracles by the 
hands of Paul; so that from his body were 
brought forth, unto the sick, handkerchiefs or 
aprons, and the diseases departed from them, 
and the evil spirits went out of them."-(Acts 
xix: 11, 12.) We are left in some doubt, in this 
peculiar case, as to the nature t>f the "miracles" 
mentioned. In some mysterious way the power 
which wrought them seems to have been lodged 
in the body of Paul. They are called "special 
miracles." We 1do not suppose that the specialty 
was in the "handkerchiefs or aprons," any more 
than, in other cases of cure, it was in "the 
shadow of Peter." Nor can we see any neces-
sity for the "aprons," "Peter's shadow," or the 
'·clay" and "spittle'' used by the Saviour for 
the performance of any cure, except that God 
chose to appoint these methods. In all cases 
God's power alone insures the result, whether in 
a proper "miracle " or in '' healing the sick; " 
and whatever He has prescribed should be ob-
served, whether the cure is reached by a word or 
a touch, by the anointing with oil, or the laying 
on of hands, or prayer in the exercise of faith. 
Let us take, however, what view we may of 
the case above mentioned-even admitting it to 
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be an exception-we must regard it as warrant-
ing the principle that the "exception proves the 
rule." 
If, now, it be asked, of what importance is it 
whether we deem the healing of the sick a prop-
er miracle or not? we answer, '' Much, every 
way." In the first place, it is important to ad-
here strictly to the Scripture usage; and this is 
decidedly, as we think, against classing the heal-
ing of the sick with miraculous works. In the 
next place, by taking this position, we avoid 
needless controversy. Let the question be 
asked, "What is a miracle?" and it will be 
difficult to find two persons who will answe·r it 
alike. The bare definitions of the term "mira-
cle" are well nigh, among the most eminent 
scholars, as numerous as the persons who dis-
cuss the subject. 
We much prefer to say-and, though the term 
is not a scriptural one, the idea it conveys is 
eminently so-that the healing of the sick, 
through the prayer of faith, is supernatural. We 
thus place it alongside of the healing of the 
soul of sin. In both the body and the soul, in 
the physical and spiritual realm alike, the heal-
ing of the one of disease and the other of sin is 
by the direct power of the Holy Spirit. It is a 
power above nature, above man, above means, 
above diabolical agents, purely supernatural. 
4 
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It is true, indeed, that the regeneration of the 
soul, by the Spirit of God, is often called a 
"miracle." But we always regard this as a 
loose and unhappy terminology. We might 
just as properly term the first birth a miracle as 
the second birth. Both are the products of 
divine power; the one, a creation-the other, a 
new creation.-(2 Cor. v: 17; Gal. vi: 15.) 
We think, therefore, that the whole subject 
would be simplified, and the treatment of it 
more in keeping with the Word of God, if we 
discard- the term ''miracle," as applied to the 
"healing of the sick." By placing it among the 
works of the Spirit for the body, as regenera-
tion and sanctification are among the works of 
the Spirit for the soul, we place both just where 
the Scripture does, upon the atonement of 
Christ as their solid foundation, saying with 
Isaiah, as interpreted by Matthew: "Himself 
took our infirmities and bare our diseases." 
"The Lord hath laid on Him the iniquity of us 
all." "And with His stripes we are healed."-
(Matt. viii: 17; Isaiah liii: 5, 6.) 
CHAPTER XII. 
GOD CALLS HIS PEOPLE TO THEIR WORK. 
JS there a special call to the work of faith 
healing? Here, as in previous inquiries, a 
satisfactory answer may be found in the analogy 
existing between the healing of the body of dis-
ease and the healing of the soul of sin. 
The Scriptures teach a call to the ministry to 
be of God; and the various offices of the Church 
are filled by a divine call. Christ directly called 
His twelve apostles. When Judas fell,)lis place 
was supplied by the people under the Lord's 
guidance. The seven deacons were chosen in a 
similar manner. St. Paul enumerates the sev-
eral classes of offices existing in the primitive 
Church, as made by the appointment of God.-
(Eph. iv: u; 1 Cor. xii: 28.) 
While it is made the duty of every follower of 
Christ to seek to turn sinners to righteousness, 
a special call to t~is work is given to the or-
dained ministry. Beyond this the whole history 
of the Church shows that God raises up, calls 
and endows, "evangelists" for a special work in 
winning souls to Christ. We should never for-
get, however, that it is the duty of every soul in 
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whose hea,rt the renewing grace of God is felt to 
consecrate every power to Christ, and live to 
bring the whole world to Him. 
In a similar way we are authorized to look at 
the call to faith healing. As observed in a pre-
vious paper, the commission to the Church to 
"preach the gospel to every creature," author-
izes all "them that believe " to "lay hands on 
the sick," and promises that "they shall recov-
er;" and yet, in full agreement with this, what 
the apostle says of "the gifts of healing" shows 
that God may, and observation shows that He 
does, give to some a special call, and endows 
them with special qualifications, for praying with 
the sick for their recovery. As in the call to 
spiritual work for the soul, so in the call for 
healing of the body, God will show by His 
Word, His Spirit, and by providential and out-
ward circumstances, whom He chooses. The 
"call" will be as plain in the one case as in the 
other to the person who is the subject of it. 
No rule can be laid down for determining and 
verifying such "call" beyond what the Script-
ures say; for experiences are infinitely varied 
here as elsewhere in the Christian life. Duty 
and privilege will be made known by patiently 
and prayerfully waiting upon God. 
Pastor Stockmayer has some excellent words 
which bear upon this point: "Let those who in 
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their path of service have been led to occupy 
themselves more directly with the question of 
healing and health by faith administer faith-
fully the talent which has been confided to 
them, and let them advance with a firm tread on 
the path on which the Lord placed their feet. 
But let them go no faster and no farther than 
they are called and compelled to go by the 
Spirit of God. In this domain, guidance must 
be received step by step from the Spirit, and 
there must be no walking under a foreign 
pressure or influence."-(Sickness and the Gospel, 
p.66.) 
In short, as to "calls," the true position seems 
to be that we may be directed all through life, 
and in every course, event and duty of life by 
the unerring hand of God pointing the way for 
each of us, if we but diligently "search the 
Scriptures" to learn the divine will, constantly 
seek in prayer the Spirit to lead us, and watch 
the course of providence in the unfolding of our 
lives; all this to be undertaken and pursued in 
the exercise of faith in God, and with complete 
surrender to His holy will. What else can be 
the meaning of numerous texts of Holy \Vrit? 
"Trust in the Lord with all thine heart, and 
lean not unto thine own understanding; in all 
thy ways acknowledge Him, and He shalJ direct 
thy paths."-(Prov. iii: 5, 6.) "The steps of a 
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good man are ordered by the Lord, and He de-
lighteth in his way."-(Ps. xxxvii: 23.) 
It has often been our delight to hear persons 
who are consecrated to special works of various 
kinds in the Master's vineyard relate how they 
were led to this course and that, to do this par-
ticular thing and to avoid that; how God 
hedged up their way, chosen of themselves, and 
shut them up to His way; how this frustrating 
of their pla.ns appeared very trying, at first, and 
how the trial was long and severe; and then, at 
length, how God led them to see that their way 
was not good even for themselves, while His 
way was right, not only, but the wisest and best_ 
for their own peace. 
The world is full of such illustrations, and 
always has been. We recall three cases which 
came to our knowledge, of special interest, when 
in England some few years ago. One was 
that of Mrs. G., whose "Orphanage for Little 
Girls," in London, we visited. She was the 
wife of a prosperous London merchant a few 
years before. But the Lord took away their fort-
une, and then called the husband away. She 
thought it hard, and bitterly complained. But 
God had given her a "call." It was interesting 
to hear her tell the many striking providences 
by which God plainly "pointed her to her life-
work." She now loves her orphan children as 
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though they were her own daughters. She 
takes them from the gutter and leads them to 
Christ. Hers is strictly a '' faith-work," con-
stantly enlarging, and God gives the means. 
Another case was that of a young lady who 
was afraid of being converted, lest God should 
"call'" her to join the "China Inland Mission," 
of which she had heard much. She would sub-
mit to Christ, and do anything for Him, if He 
would n0t send her to China. That she could 
not endure. But God's "call" must be an-
swered. She was converted; and, at length, 
after a series of trials, nothing was so sweet to 
think of as a mission to China; and she is there. 
The other case was that of Mrs. M., an Amer-
ican lady God took her husband away in our 
civil war. She could not forgive God for that; 
but He, more merciful, forgave her. He cured 
her love of the world., He sent her away to 
Bulgaria; and she is now there, and most happy 
in teaching children the way to Jesus. She was 
in that country during the Russo-Turkish war. 
Both armies protected Mrs. M. and her school. 
She ministered to the sick and wounded. She 
is happy and useful. Her reports have from 
time to time been published. Heed God's 
"call." 
CHAPTER XIII. 
FAITH THE ESSENTIAL DEMAND. 
NO attentive reader of the Scriptures can 
have failed to see that faith is the grand 
requisite in man for receiving blessings from 
God. It is summed up in this: "Without faith 
it is impossible to please Him; for he that com-
eth to God must believe that He is, and that He 
is a rewarder of them that diligently seek Him." 
-(Heb. xi: 6.) 
Nowhere in the gospel economy is faith more 
pointedly insisted on than in the healing of the 
body of disease, and in the curing of the soul of 
sin. It is the basis and corner-stone of all hope 
of relief to either, by the power of God. In 
both spiritual and physical healing we must 
first believe, and then God will give the witness 
of the Spirit to what has already been accom-
plished by Jesus Christ. The parallel here is 
perfect between these two branches of the 
gospel salvation. 
The demand for faith is so familiar to those 
well acquainted with the Scriptures that it 
seems hardly necessary to dwell upon it; and 
yet, like certain things in nature, and in every-
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day life, our very familiarity with it may often 
cause it to be overlooked. Hence it may be 
well to call attention to faith, for it is vital to 
any practical benefit we can receive from the 
gospel offer, either for the soul or the body. 
Let us first notice the position which faith 
holds in our deliverance from sin. The atone-
ment of Christ lays the foundation for our sal-
vation; but, of itself, it saves no one. The truth 
which the Scriptures contain has an important 
office to fill, in giving us a knowledge of God 
and of the way of life; but the truth alone can-
not save. The Holy Spirit is given to reveal 
Christ more clearly to the soul, and to give the 
truth a vitalizing efficacy therein; but the Spirit 
alone does not save the soul. Nor do all these 
combined save it. So far, all these are on the 
divine side, and they are all essential; but unless 
another element is brought into the case, no 
soul of man would ever be rescued from sin, 
even with the' freest and most urgeot offer of 
the gospel. 
That other element is man's activity for his own 
relief. The chief factor in this activity is faith. 
'' Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, and thou 
shalt be saved."-(Acts xvi: 31.) This is the 
principle under the working of which. spiritual 
life is initiated in the soul, not only, but it is 
that which nourishes the soul to the end. The 
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Christian life is a life of faith. "The just shall 
live by his faith."-(Heb. ii: 4.) 
We need not be disturbed by questions con-
cerning the origin of faith, as to whether it is a 
divine or human element. In a certain sense it 
partakes of both the human and the divine. All 
genuine faith in Christ, at the beginning and 
through every stage of the Christian course, is 
the product of the Holy Spirit, in the preseata-
tiop of Christ to the soul and impressing the 
truth upon it. Hence faith is called "the gift 
of God."-(Eph. ii: 8.). But it is the man who 
must do the believing, and not the Spirit; hence 
it is the man on whom the Scriptures place the 
responsibility of exercising faith. They make 
a man's salvation, to turn on the point of his be-
lieving or not believing on Christ. "He that 
believeth on the Son hath everlasting life; and 
he that believeth not the Son shall not see life." 
-(John iii: 36.) 
So is it all through life. No promise made to 
God's people can be appropriated except 
through faith; but when faith, without hesita-
tion, embraces the promise, whatever it may be, 
it may claim the blessing with-absolute certainty. 
We must first believe, and then God will give 
what He has promised, when we ask. Even 
"before they call I will answer; and while they 
are yet speaking I will hear.''-(Isaiah lxv: 24.) 
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Tl:ie point where we often fail is in not appre-
hend,ng that every need of the soul is already 
met in Christ's work; either in what he long ago 
endured on the cross, or in what His Spirit 
daily supplies. Ours is the duty of resting on 
this work, by faith, and seeking ever to be "led 
by the Spirit." Then we may have the witness 
of the Spirit to what Christ has done for us and 
in us. 
Turning now to the other branch of this sal-
vation, we see in the demand for faith for the 
cure of bodily disease, that the parallel between 
the spiritual and physical healing is complete. 
As in the deliverance of the soul from sin, so in 
the deliverance of the body from sickness, 
"without faith it is impossible to please Him" 
so as to call into exercise the divine power. It 
is this power in both cases which effects the 
cure; and it is faith in both cases which is the 
essential instrument to be used. 
As in the spiritual realm, so in the physical, 
the demand of faith, as prerequisite to healing, 
is written on the very surface of Scripture, so 
that it seems almost superfluous to mention it. 
It will be found that in every case of a bodily 
cure, whether under Christ or His disciples-
where the point is raised at all-a specific faith 
by the person cured is mentioned, as both re-
quired and exercised. The case of the man 
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"sick of the palsy" (Mark ii: 5) forms no ex-
ception, for the phrase, "seeing their faith" 
(Matt. ix: 2), no doubt includes his own. We 
may, therefore, reasonably conclude that faith 
was exercised by the vast multitudes whom 
Christ and the Apostles healed, even though 
nothing is said of it. Their flocking to Christ 
shows it. 
But precisely what must one believe in order 
to be relieved of sickness ? In some cases faith 
in Christ's power was demanded. When two 
blind men cried, "Thou son of David, have 
mercy on us," Jesus inquired, "Believe ye that 
I am able to do this?" On their answering 
"Yea, Lord," He "touched their eyes, saying, 
According to your faith be it unto yo~, and their 
eyes were opened."-(Matt. ix: 27-30.) In other 
cases, faith in Christ's willingness to heal was re-
quired. A leper came to Him, saying, "Lord, 
if Thou wilt, Thou canst make me clean/' Jesus 
"touched him, saying, I will; be thou clean; 
and immediately his leprosy was cleansed."-
(Matt. viii: 2, 3.) Both willingness and ability 
in Christ are elements in this faith. 
Our conceptions of faith for bodily healing 
may be aided by looking at the faith requisite 
for the pardon of sin and for sanctification . 
.Trust in Christ as a Saviour expresses the qual-
ity of faith essential to spiritual blessing, both 
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in the initiatory step and in every subsequent 
stage of our Christian walk. The seat of this 
faith is largely in the affections. "With the 
heartman believeth unto righteousness."-(Rom. 
x: 10.) A heart-faith includes trust; also, grat-
itude and love for benefits received; also, confi-
dence in promises made. Such a faith carries 
with it the will and every power of the soul. 
Now, precisely such a faith is requisite in 
bodily healing, for it is effected by the authority 
of the same being, Christ, and for the same 
end, our good and God's glory. 
CHAPTER XIV. 
CONSECRATION ALSO ESSENTIAL. 
J T is substantially the same with consecration 
as with faith: it is one of the essential con-
ditions of bodily healing. This is seen in many 
of the passages where the removal of disease 
or its prevention is spoken of. God's earliest 
specific promise, soon after the exodus from 
Egypt, in the words, "I will put none of these 
diseases upon thee, which I have brought upon 
the Egyptians," is based upon this condition, 
"If thou w'ilt diligently hearken to the voice of 
the Lord thy God, and wilt do that which is 
right in His sight, and wilt give ear to His com-
mandments, and keep all His statutes."-(Ex. 
xv: 26.) Complete consecration could not be 
expressed in clearer terms to secure exemption 
from disease. So, again, a little later, we find 
this promise for the removal of disease: '' I will 
take sickness away_ from the midst of thee." 
But here, as before, the promise is conditioned 
upon that which expresses the fullest consecra-
tion: "If thou sha.It indeed obey His voice and 
do all that I speak." "Thou shalt not bow 
down to their gods, nor serve them, nor go after 
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their works; but thou shalt utterly overthrow 
them, and quite break down their images; and 
y.e shall serve the Lord your God."-(Ex. xxiii: 
22, 24, 25.) 
Consecration means, therefore, an abstinence. 
from serving any false gods not only-whether 
idols, the world, the flesh, or self in any form 
-but an active service of the One Living God, 
and an open and aggressive warfare upon His 
enemies. This was the statute for Israel under 
Moses, and it has never been repealed, though 
now the weapons of our warfare are spiritual 
and not carnal. 
The same law pervades the spiritual realm. 
Supreme consecration to Christ is the Chris-
tian's rule of life. We meet it everywhere in 
the Scriptures as the condition of Christ's par-
don of sin and promise of eternal life: "I be-
seech you, therefore, brethren, by the mercies 
of God, that ye present your bodies a living 
sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God, which is 
your reasonable service. And be not conformed 
to this world, but be ye transformed by the 
renewing of your mind, that ye may prove what 
is that good and acceptable and perfect will of 
God."-(Rom. xii: 1, 2.) 
The healing of the body, by Christ and His 
Apostles, involves the same duty of consecration 
as a condition of healing; and what was thus 
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law in the primitive Church is law now. In the 
healing of the ten lepers, the conduct of one, 
who, "when he saw that he was healed, turned 
back, and with a loud voice glorified God," but 
exhibits the duty of the whole ten. So when 
Christ healed the man at the pool Bethesda, 
who "had an infirmity thirty-and-eight years," 
and afterward "findeth him in the temple," He 
"said unto him, Behold, thou art made whole: 
sin no mote, lest a worse thing come unto thee." 
The command to "sin no more" implies a su-
preme consecration to a holy life; for, although 
a negative form of words is used, they convey a 
positive obligation, just as the command of the 
decalogue, " Thou shalt have no other gods be-
fore Me," involves the duty of positively wor-
shipping Jehovah. Nor can we conceive of a 
person who had been" made every whit whole" 
of a grievous bodily malady (unless conscience 
were utterly dead), hesitating to devote the 
whole restored life and health to the Divine 
Benefactor. The nine ungrateful lepers no 
doubt felt the duty, though going on their 
way. 
If we ask a sanctified common sense, the an-
swer would agree with the Scriptures; for why 
should God heal a wicked man, if healing give 
him the more power to do evil? It is said that 
at Mannedorf, under Dorothea Trudel, the im-
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penitent and the converted were healed indis-
criminately; but that whenever the former class 
were not blessed spiritually by conversion, or 
did not consecrate their lives to Christ, they in-
variably lost the benefits of their bodily cure 
and fell back again under the power of the 
same diseases from which God had graciously 
rescued them. Could there be a more signal 
mark of the divine displeasure? Could there 
be a clearer testimony to the essential need of 
consecration in order to insure permanent heal-
ing of the body? 
Was it not so when Christ was here in person? 
Did not the necessity of entire consecration 
shine out in the very warning He gave to "the 
impotent man" whom He healed at the pool? 
'' Sin no more, lest a worse thing come unto 
thee."-{John v: 14.) 
Faith and consecration go hand in hand in 
the healing of the body. Faith is required to 
initiate the healing, while consecration is re-
quired to insure its permanency. When the two 
are complete, it will be difficult to find a reason 
in the Scriptures to show why release from bodily 
disease may not be complete. Here is just the 
place, apparently, where many fail of bodily 
cure. They lack faith to initiate the healing. 
But if that point be reached and health be re-
gained, more often perhaps consecration is 
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marred by the incoming tide of worldliness in 
some form, and then sickness may follow. 
Now, turn to the spiritual side and see how 
close is the parallel. What is the trouble which 
so widely marks Christendom to-day? Is it not 
the want of entire consecration in the people of 
God ? We speak simply of entire consecration to 
Christ. This is a duty which all evangelical 
Christians recognize. There is probably not a 
church creed or a covenant used in receiving 
members into the Church in any denomination 
which does not contain the z'dea that "entire 
consecration" is a duty, if not the very words. 
All understand it alike. It means that every 
power of body, soul and spirit must be laid 
upon the altar and dedicated to Christ. It 
means that every attainment of mind, every 
accomplishment, every purpose in life, our 
whole time, our whole property-in a word, all 
we have and are-must be thus devoted, noth-
ing be held back, and nothing be taken back; 
and it means that this is essential to any soul 
being received into visible fellowship with 
Christ, or having a good hope of heaven. 
Whatever may be the actual condition of the 
Church, or the spiritual state of any of its 
members, such consecration is what their creed 
and covenants recognize. The time when these 
covenants are used is a solemn and tender time. 
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It is in. most cases, probably, when Christ's peo-
ple commemorate His death in the Lord's Sup-
per. Then the heart often cheerfully responds 
to duty, but which worldliness soon invades. 
The failure to keep their consecration vows 
is the weak point with many of the people of 
God. Perhaps some never made such entire 
consecration, except in words, being self-de-
ceived. Others who once sincerely made it 
have withdrawn more or less of their offerings; 
and, having withdrawn any, they have despoiled 
all. Hence, inevitably, the loss, to so great an 
extent, of spiritual power in the Church. 
Here is a vital lesson for all who are seeking 
healing of the body. The parallel is complete 
between its wants and those of the soul. The 
healing, which may have begun in faith, must 
be continued in faith ; and the consecration of 
literally all to Christ, made at the first, must be 
continued to the last. 
This is the inevitable condition of healing 
power coming forth from God for both body 
and soul. 
CHAPTER XV. 
THE RATION ALE OF FAITH. 
CHRISTIANITY is the only religion which 
gives prominence to faith. Other systems 
rest on works. In proportion as Christianity 
becomes corrupt, it degenerates into works of 
some sort; but in its purity, faith is ever su-
premely present with its claims. Why this is 
so, is our present inquiry. 
To a superficial observer, faith seems simply 
an arbitrary requirement. But it is demanded 
and commanded everywhere. Is it of God's ex-
istence, we inquire? We must receive it by 
faith; we "must believe that He is." Does it 
concern creation? "Through faith we under-
stand that the worlds were made by the word of 
God." Is it of preserving the world thus 
created? Faith alone can compass the problem 
that He "upholdeth all things by the word of 
His power." Is it of providential government? 
What but faith can accept the statement in its 
beautiful simplicity, that" the very hairs of your 
head are all numbered," and that a "sparrow 
shall not fall upon the ground without your 
Father." 
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Passing from creation and providence into 
the domain of redemption, it is pre-eminently 
alt of faith. The doctrine of the incarnation 
must be received by faith alone. The gift of 
the Son of God to become the Redeemer of the 
world is a proposition whjch can only be re-
ceived by faith. Our personal interest in Him 
as a Saviour is by faith alone. We are "justified 
by faith." The same in sanctification; for" this 
is the victory that overcometh the world, even 
our faith." No promise of grace from the be-
ginning of the spiritual life to our entrance into 
heaven can avail for any one, except through 
faith. In short, Christ is "made unto us wis-
dom, and righteousness, and sanctification, and 
redemption," by our exercise of faith in Him. 
In the entire spiritual realm of human salvation 
from sin, it is faith, faith, faith. 
It is the same in healing the body of disease. 
Faith is the unalterable condition which secures 
the power of God to heal. 
The grand inquiry is, Why is this universal 
demand made upon faith 'l 
It is, perhaps, easier to answer the question 
why consecration should be required. Consecra-
tion is a personal devotion to God which carries 
much with it. It is a service, a work, a life-
work, embracing our persons, our possessions, 
our all. Much direct and positive good may be 
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done among men, much evil removed, by an un-
reserved consecration, and God may be thus 
glorified. It is, therefore, plain enough why 
consecration should be required. \Ve are not 
our own; we are bought with a price; we belong 
to God: therefore we should live, not to our-
selves, but to Him. But why should faith be 
required as a condition of everything? 
This immediately raises the inquiry, What is 
faith ? An abstract definition of the word faith 
might be given, but it would cast very little 
light upon what we are striving to find. An an-
swer, to be of practical value, should meet the 
particular point on which the inquirer is seeking 
light. If a sinner should ask, as the affrighted 
jailer did, "What must I do to be saved?" the 
answer might be in the very words given to him, 
"Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ." He, then, 
might ask, as many a sinner has, What do you 
mean by that ? The answer might be, that to 
"believe on" Christ is to trust Him to save you, 
in loving obedience to all He commands. 
But faith has a wider range. It concerns 
something more than simply trusting in Christ 
for salvation. We are to believe in God, to be-
lieve in His word, providence, promises, threat-
enings. As before remarked, faith is demanded 
everywhere, and for everything. What, then, is 
that subtle element which lies at the basis of 
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this universally required exercise of the soul? 
Faith is not a mere passive, quiescent state. 
Often, indeed, its highest phase is a confident 
resting, or a waiting. But it is the most actiye 
and overmastering principle in the universe. 
What is it? The true answer to this question 
will answer the other. What is it ? will show 
Why is it? 
Faith is loyalty to God.,· an unhesitating con-
fidence in what He says, because He says it. It 
include·s the action of the intellect, the heart, 
and the will. He speaks; we hear, believe, and 
obey. 
It is, then, easy to see why faith is required. 
A mere want of faith, when God speaks, is the 
germ-essence of rebellion. It is making God a 
liar. He cannot, then, grant any blessing, fulfill 
any promise, without faith. It is not only "im-
possible to please Him," when we withhold 
faith in His word, but next to an open denial of 
His existence or blaspheming the Holy Ghost, 
it is the highest affront we can offer Him! 
Hence it is that "unbelief" is so pointedly held 
up as the crowning sin of mankind. 
If, therefore, God should grant gospel bless-
ings without requiring faith in the recipient of 
them, He would ... show a disregard to that which 
binds every loyal subject to His throne. But, 
on the other hand, all the stores of His munifi-
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cent bounty are freely open to those who be-
lieve. 
Is it salvation from sin? Only believe. Is it 
deliverance from disease? Only believe. The 
promise and condition are the same to both. 
With the Scriptures setting forth so plainly 
what God so freely and so urgently offers to 
mankind, both for the soul and the body, at the 
cost of tht agonies of Gethsemane and Calvary, 
how fearful is the responsibility resting upon 
those who have the gospel in their hands! Jf 
the visible body of Christ, in all the denomina-
tions of Christendom, were in the exercise of an 
active faith in God and His word, what St. Paul 
besought the "brethren" in Thessalonica to 
"pray for," that "the word of the Lord may 
have free course and be glorified," would be 
speedily accomplished in the whole earth. But 
"unbelief" is the great sin of the Church. 
Every faithful minister of Christ knows this. 
While a true faith would remove mountains of 
difficulty, "unbelief" hangs heavily on the Con-
queror's chariot wheels! 
CHAPTER XVI. 
INDIVIDUALISM IN BODILY AND SOUL HEALING. 
QNE peculiarity of Christianity, standing in 
open contrast to all other religious sys-
tems, is seen in the responsibility to which it 
holds man as an individual. "For there is one 
God, and one Mediator between God and men, 
the man Christ Jesus. "-{1 Tim. ii: 5.) 
Having provided a Mediator, God commands 
each one in his individual capacity to approach 
the Mediator and seek forgiveness of sin 
through His blood. Receiving pardon, he is, 
ever afterward, to apply to the same Mediator 
for sanctifying grace. For every temporal or 
spiritual want, throughout life, the same re-
sponsibility to apply to Christ the Mediator 
directly is laid upon each hearer of the gospel 
individually, whether man, woman or child. 
With the Bible in one's hands, this duty can be 
discharged without the intervention of minister, 
sacrament or church. These have their place, 
but they are never to stand in the way of each 
individual's direct approach to God through the 
"one Mediator, the man Christ Jesus." 
How opposite to all this is every pagan relig-
5 
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ion, as well as every corrupted form of Chris-
tianity. In them, the seeker after God must 
find Him, if at all, through priests, and rites, and 
ordinances of man's devising, through penances 
and pilgrimages, and a never-ending round of 
observances which even death does not termi-
nate, for purgatory lies beyond. 
This world-wide contrast is one of the inci-
dental proofs that Christianity is of God, and 
that all other systems are of man. Its "way of 
life" is simple and plain, so that a child may 
walk therein. Their way is hedged up, so that 
neither children nor philosophers can readily 
find it. 
One reason why so many fail to be saved from 
sin by the gospel plan is that they overlook its 
simplicity; but more especially do they fail be-
cause they are taking some roundabout way to 
Christ, instead of approaching Him directly. 
Furthermore, they rely upon others; upon their 
friends to "pray them into the Kingdom." One 
is confident a mother's prayers will avail, at 
some time, though she has long been in heaven; 
and as this waiting one is a "child of the cove-
nant," he is for the time at ease. Many are 
Satan's devices to keep souls from going directly 
to Christ to seek salvation. If he can send 
them to other mediators, as the church, its 
holy sacraments, its forms of worship, he 
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knows he has his chains upon them; anything 
to keep them from applying directly to Christ 
for pardon and peace. 
Processes in faith-healing bear a close anal-
ogy to all this. A man with a diseased body 
can directly implore the healing power of Christ, 
and find it, as many have done. He need not, 
unless opportunity offer and he is prompted 
thereto by the leadings o.f Providence and the 
teachings of the Holy Spirit, resort to any one 
for aid; much less should he rely on any mere 
expedients or ceremonies, and make them a sort 
of mediator between him and Christ. 
It is just here, undoubtedly, that some dis-
eased persons fail of being healed. Their faith, 
instead of resting directly on Christ, is apt to 
rest in the prayers of their friends, or upon 
some "noted faith-healer." If they could have 
Mr. A ..• pray for them, they would have more 
faith that they could be healed; just as, in the 
cure of the soul of sin, one thinks he could 
yield to Christ if he could hear a given noted 
evangelist preach, or if he could attend a camp-
meeting, or have his request for prayer present-
ed in this or that praying circle where many 
have hitherto been blessed. These m~ans are not 
to be set aside; they are to be highly prized; but 
the danger is in relying on them, as some uncon-
sciously do, instead of relying solely uponChrist. 
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If, now, the question be asked, What shall be 
said of the "laying on of hands" for the heal-
ing of the sick, as mentioned in the commission 
to the church (Mark xvi: 18), and the "anoint-
ing with oil" (Jamesv: 14), and the "call for 
the elders of the church," and any other pre-
scribed ceremonies ? the answer is, that these 
things are to be used in obedience to the divine 
prescription when they can be; but are they not 
to be placed in the same category with similar 
prescriptions provided for the cure of the soul 
of sin ? Here, again, the analogy seems to be 
complete. Some of these and similar prescrip-
tions, whether on the spiritual or the physical 
side, appear to be simply a condescension to 
human weakness. Make, however, what we 
properly may of them, they are all prescribed 
simply to point the individual soul to Christ. 
What, indeed, is the Church organized for 
but to point the way to Christ? It is not itself 
"the way;" Christ said, "I am the way." It is 
the same with ,all that a fully-equipped church 
comprises: the ministry, forms of worship, 
ordinances, sacraments. None of these are 
"the way," or any part of it. They are, how-
ever, to be used as means of finding Christ. 
But the Scriptures nowhere say that man is 
shut up to these means. Christ said, "I am the 
way, and the truth, and the life; no man cometh 
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unto the Father but by Me."-(John xiv: 6.) 
That no sinner can obtain forgiveness from 
God, except through Christ, is fundamental. 
But the approach to Christ is immediate and 
direct. Anything put between the individual 
soul and Christ is an impertinence. Man often 
erects such mediators; but the Scriptures never. 
The healing of the body is put upon the same 
footing in God's word. The way to Christ is 
open to all the sick. The approach is direct. 
A sick man need not send for his pastor to pray 
for his recovery, any more than he need to send 
for him to pray for his pardon of sin. He may 
do it if he ~hoose, in either case or in both, and 
many might find an advantage in so doing. But 
no one can deny that, in both cases, the Script-
ures open the way to Christ directly. Nor can 
it be doubted that many have been healed of 
disease, through their own prayers and their 
own faith, without any other means visibly em-
ployed; and the same in the cure of sin; while, 
at the same time, people in all churches are ever 
praying for the sick, and that the whole earth 
may b~ redeemed from the dominion of sin. 
CHAPTER XVII. 
ANOTHER VIEW OF INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY. 
J T cannot be too urgently pressed that the 
gospel presents its claims upon man solely as 
an individual. In the previous paper it was 
said that nothing must be permitted to stand 
between the individual and Christ, if benefit 
were expected from Him, either for the soul or 
the body: neither priest, sacrament, nor church. 
There are other obstacles, of practically equal 
force, which sometimes intervene between the 
individual soul and Christ. While in our mis-
taken def ere nee to ordinances, as essential to 
our finding Christ, we wholly miss their divine 
intent, and, at the same time, think we are ren-
dering to God an excellent service; so, also, we 
may, from the best sentiments of our nature, 
take other courses which we think highly com-
mendable in God's sight, and yet at length find 
to our sorrow that, so long as we pursue such 
courses, we effectually shut out Christ from our 
souls. This sad result may be experienced in 
regard to any one of three stages which con-
cern our bodily or spiritual welfare: When we 
are, as impenitents, under conviction of sin, 
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and are anxious for pardon; when, subsequently, 
we are seeking full deliverance from the thrall-
dom of sin, and are imploring Christ's sancti-
fying power; and when, under the pressure of 
sickness, we are seeking bodily healing. In each 
of these we may wholly miss our aim while ad-
hering to the courses ref erred to. 
Let this be illustrated by what often occurs 
when sinners are under conviction and seeking 
forgiveness of sin. A wife and her husband, 
for example, are both in this state. Christ has 
been faithfully preached, and they are convinced 
that they should accept pardon and "confess 
Him before men." What more beautiful spec-
t_acle than to see husbands and wives standing 
together before "the great congregation'' and 
making such confession; and yet it of ten hap-
pens• that the wife, from her more sensitive na-
ture, is brought to the point of being "almost 
persuaded" before her husband is ready. She 
therefore waits for him; and what seems more 
amiable than this waiting, for it is the prompt-
ing from ·being "one flesh " that they may be-
come at the same moment "one in Christ;" and 
yet this very amiable waiting, if persisted in, 
may prove fatal to the wife's salvation! We 
have known cases where such waiting has 
grieved away the Spirit, left the soul in uncon-
cern, and, after awhile, more wedded to the 
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world than before; so that, instead of this 
course winning the husband to Christ, the final 
result has been to drive them both farther away 
from hope and salvation than ever. 
The same unfortunate result occurs when, for 
example, husband and wife, or friend and friend, 
after walking together for a season and encoun-
tering the ups and downs of the ordinary Chris-
tian life, are led to feel that there is something 
far better in store for Christ's people, and are 
led earnestly to seek higher blessings. How 
often, if one waits for the other, is the Holy 
Spirit grieved, and the higher attainments 
sought not obtained! This seems, on reflec-
tion, more sad than the failure which attended 
the stage of mere conviction and a desire to 
begin the Christian life. Then it was, when 
impenitent, a question whether one should, 
without the other, take the first step in the 
Christian course; but now it is the more serious 
question, for both are Christians, whether they 
shall wait for each other in reaching after those 
higher attainments, of which each has had some 
foretaste, when it is plain that, by thus waiting, 
each imperils not only his own, but the other's 
spiritual advancement. 
It is strange, with the plainness of the gospel 
before us, that sincere seekers of Christ should 
hesitate at either of the foregoing stages. 
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Christ's commands must always be obeyed, if 
we would receive His blessings. He never 
promises to save us if we ask Him to wait till 
we can bring our friends with us. The com-
mand to each individual is, "Come unto Me;" 
come yourself, and do not wait for any one. 
"Follow Me."-(Luke ix: 59; John xxi: 19-22.) 
So it is in regard to healing the body of dis-
ease. So far as we have been able to judge, we 
have known cases where the recovery of a wife, 
for exam pie, has been retarded, or wholly pre-
vented-a wife who fully accepted the doctrine, 
who had implicit faith in her own recovery, and 
who seemed fully consecrated to Christ's ser-
vice-because she wished, at the same time, 
healing for her husband, while yet he had not 
fully accepted the doctrine of "faith-healing" 
as true, and of course could have no proper 
faith in the recovery of himself or his wife. 
The promises for healing the body are based on 
the same foundation as are those for healing 
the soul. They are made to the sick one as an 
individual, and the individual responsibility 
must be recognized. Waiting for the healing 
of another of bodily disease is just as fatal to 
one's own healing of body as is waiting for 
another to take the first or any subsequent step 
of the Christian life, fatal to one's cure of sin; 
and yet, practically, many Christian people look 
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at the cases in a very different light. But why 
should they ? 
For example: When a faithful and consecrat-
ed wife fails of being healed, some at once de-
cide against the truth of the doctrine of "faith 
healing." They make no allowance for her 
carrying the dead weight of an unbelieving 
husband. But how can she meet Christ's com-
mand to come and be healed when she has 
affixed conditions to her healing which He has 
not ? On the other hand, we do not hear so 
readily of persons renouncing their faith in the 
Scriptures as a revelation from God, simply be-
cause some who earnestly profess to seek Christ 
fail to find Him. In the spiritual realm they 
are candid and fair enough to charge the indi-
vi::1 ual with the sole responsibility of a failure 
to find salvation; but in the physical realm, if a 
single failure occur, they are prompt, without 
inquiry into its causes, to set it down as proving 
the doctrine untrue. But such are the inconsist-
encies of man. 
CHAPTER XVIII. 
CHRIST'S POWER LIMITED BY UNBELIEF. 
JT is quite a common impression that Christ's 
ministry resulted in making few converts to 
His cause; but there are many intimations to 
the contrary. It seems, however, not to have 
been the aim of any of the historians of Christ 
to glorify their Master by counting His con-
verts. St. John makes more frequent mention 
of His success than any of the others, but it is 
always by an incidental statement; and yet 
these intimations are so frequent that the actual 
number of Christ's converts must have been 
large. 
In His first miracle wrought in Cana, He 
"manifested forth His glory, and His disciples 
believed on Him."-(John ii: 11.) In the same 
chapter, 23d verse, it is said: " Now, when He 
was in Jerusalem, at the passover, in the feast-
day, many believed in His name when they saw 
the miracles which He did." As the result of 
His conversation with the woman of Samaria, 
it is said: "And many of the Samaritans of that 
city believed on Him for the saying of the 
woman." "And He abode there two days, ·and 
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many more believed because of His own word." 
-(John iv: 39-41.) After an address i.n the 
temple, we read: "And many of the people be-
lieved on Him, and said, When Christ cometh, 
will He do more miracles than these which this 
man. hath done? "-(John vii: 31..) He went 
"beyond Jordan," ~nd "there He abode, and 
many resorted unto Him, and said, John did no 
miracle, but all things that John spake of this 
man are true. Aud many believed on Him 
there."-(John x: 41, 42.) At the resurrection 
of Lazarus 1 we read: "Then many of the Jews 
which came to Mary, and had seen the things 
which Jesus did, believed on Him." "Then 
gathered the chief priests and the Pharisees a 
council and said, What do we ? for this man 
doeth many miracles. If we let Him thus alone, 
all men will believe on Him; and the Romans 
shall come and take away both our place and 
nation."-(John xi: 45-48.) Again: "But the 
chief priests consulted that they might put 
Lazarus also to death, because that by reason 
of him many of the Jews went away and be-
lieved on Jesus."-(John xii: 10.) Again: "The 
Pharisees, therefore, said among themselves, 
Perceive ye how ye prevail nothing? Behold 
the world has gone after Him."-(John xii: 19.) 
"Nevertheless, among the chief rulers also 
many believed on Him."-(42d v.) 
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These are some of the incidental references 
to Christ's success, and it is fair to believe that 
it was great. The word "many," so often used, 
indicates a large but indefinite number. It is 
used in the Greek in the statement that " a 
great multitude followed Him."-(John vi: 2.) 
But Christ's success was by no means uni-
form. He sometimes signally failed in convert-
ing to His standard those who witnessed His 
"mighty works." In the same company He 
addressed were those who accepted and rejected 
Him; and some who followed Him for a time 
forsook Him. On one occasion He uttered 
what the aisciples pronounced "a hard saying," 
and "from that time many of His disciples 
went back and walked no more with Him."-
(John vi: 66.) One of His most conclusive mir-
acles, curing the man "l;>lind from his birth," 
caused wrangling among those who witnessed 
it, and they "cast out " the man for believing 
on Him.-{John ix: 34.) Even among those who 
were assured of the resurrection of Lazarus, 
were found persistent unbelievers; and soon 
after, it is said, '' But though He had done so 
many miracles before them, yet they believed 
not on Him."--(John xii: 37.) 
Nor was His want of success confined to 
making converts. He sometimes failed in per-
forming certain "mighty works." The reason 
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for this was not in any limitation of His power 
or willingness, in themselves considered, but 
was the same which caused failure to make 
converts. In both it was the "unbelief" of the 
people. It is said: "When He was come into 
His own country,'' and was teaching" in their 
synagogue," that "He did not many mighty 
works there because of their unbelief." -(Matt. 
xiii: 58.) "He could there do no mighty work 
save that He laid His hand upon a few sick folk 
and healed them. And He marveled because 
of their unbelief."-(Mark vi: 5, 6.) 
In a previous paper we have seen how much 
depends on "faith," whether in healing the soul 
of sin or the body of disease; and also the rea-
son why faith is essential. The principle is one 
of universal application. It was operative un-
der the ministry of our Lord, and that of the 
apostles; and il is the same now. Hence the 
statement is not surprising that the "unbelief" 
of the people hindered His "mighty works." 
It did not diminish His power, but rendered it 
improper for Him to exert it. From the nature 
of faith, and from the necessities of the case, it 
could not have been otherwise; and the same 
necessity exists at present, and must continue 
to the end. 
In every case where success was wanting, the 
fault was in the people, in their want of faith 
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or in their hardness of heart. From moral 
considerations solely was He limited in His 
"works"; but in no sense affecting either the 
divine power or benevolence. As "unbelief " 
is the most daring sin, had Christ healed the 
sick without faith, and set them on their feet in 
a more successful career of wickedness, it would 
have shown a disregard of God's honor, and 
proved that He was not the Messiah. 
The sin which sometimes circumscribed the 
exercise of Christ's power is an ancient sin. It 
was charged upon the Israelites in the wilder-
ness, that "they turned back and tern pted God, 
and limited the Holy One of Israel."-(Psalm 
lxxviii: 41.) This is one of the most prevalent 
sins of the present day, among all denomina-
tions of Christians. God is "limited " by the 
prevailing "unbelief.'' Christ cannot now, any 
more than in the days of his flesh, '' do many 
mighty works," either for body or soul, for the 
want of faith among His people. 
Here, again, is seen the strict analogy be-
tween physical and spiritual healing. It is 
shown in Christ's failure to make converts 
through spiritual regeneration, and to perform 
"mighty works." The cure provided for the 
body and the soul is based on the atonement. 
The conditions for insuring success are the same 
for both. The causes of failure are the same. 
CHAPTER XIX. 
LESSONS FROM PRIMITIVE FAIL URE-UNBELIEF TWO· 
FOLD. 
UNBELIEF has proved a great obstacle to 
the gospel's success with all faithful 
preachers and under all dispensations. Ref er-
ring to the ancient Israelites, "whose carcasses 
fell in the wilderness," St. Paul says: "For 
unto us was the gospel preached, as well as 
unto them; but the word preached did not 
profit them, not being mixed with faith in them 
that heard it."-(Heb. iv: 2.) 
Unbelief now, as in Christ's day, may prevent 
the healing of the body or the sanctification of 
the soul; and often it may be the chief obsta-
cle. But we should never forget that unbelief 
is not confined to those alone to whom the gos-
pel is presented for acceptance, either for bodily 
or soul healing. The difficulty may be wholly, 
or chiefly, on the other side. It is often essen-
tial to success that those who preach shall have 
faith, as well as those who hear; and the same 
in regard to attempts at bodily cure. Many 
who now profess to represent Christ, in dealing 
with diseased bodies or sin-burdened souls, may 
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themselves lack a lively faith, or may come 
short of a complete consecration. If this be 
the case, failure may be the result. They may 
labor earnestly, but labor in vain. 
We cannot, therefore, be too thoroughly im-
pressed with the fact that this need of faith 
and consecration has always a two-fold bearing. 
It is essential that both the evangelical worker 
and those whom he seeks to bless shall be thus 
. qualified-the one to impart, the other to re-
ceive. 
If the words of Christ, "According to your 
faith be it unto you," are applicable at the pres-
ent day, they undoubtedly apply to those who 
preach as well as to those who hear the gospel; 
and they apply in full force to all of Christ's 
people, men and women alike, for every soul 
who calls Jesus Master is sent forth by Him to 
labor in His vineyard. This necessity of faith 
applies, in like manner, to all who labor for the 
body as well as to those who seek the cure of 
the soul. 
We have a signal instance, during Christ's 
ministry, illustrating the necessity of faith in 
those who seek to deliver the body from its 
evils. The father of a "lunatic" besought the 
Lord to heal his son, saying, "I brought him to 
Thy disciples, and they could not cure him." 
And after he was cured the disciples inquired 
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ot Christ, "\Vhy could not we cast him out?" 
Christ's answer gives the most pointed rebuke: 
" Because of your unbelief."-(Matt. xvii: 15-
20.) 
It may surprise us that those who enjoyed 
personal intercourse with Christ daily, and re-
ceived His instructions and saw the frequent 
illustrations of His power-even "the disciples" 
He had "chosen,"-should be guilty of "unbe-
lief." But such was the fact; and hence their 
failure. An obvious lesson, of present applica-
tion, is, that if the daily associates of Jesus 
were chargeable with unbelief, so may those be 
alike guilty who labor for Christ now. If the 
inquiry were made sincerely, "Why could not 
we cast him out?" they were, we must charit-
ably suppose, indulging unbelief unconsciously. 
So may some now think they have faith, while 
Omniscience detects only unbelief. Be this, in 
either case, as it may, and be it consciously or 
unconsciously indulged, the want of faith pre-
vents success. 
It is possible, indeed, in God's sight, that un-
belief in the worker may be a greater obstacle 
to success than unbelief in the subject of the 
work. It was plainly so in the case just referred 
to. While "the lunatic" may have had no lucid 
interval for faith, the father evidently had emi-
nent faith; but the disciples had not faith, and 
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hence the failure. Of the two, the professed 
disciple of Christ, at any time, should be held 
to a higher responsibility for the exercise of 
faith in God than any others. 
This view, as a matter of doctrine, is still ex-
emplified in practice, in bodily healing. In 
many cases, where there has been full consecra-
tion, and perhaps many years of consistent life 
in Christ's service, certain ones among the sick, 
to whom "faith healing" is new, may lack faith, 
and be only in a passively receptive state; and 
yet such persons have been healed, where those 
who offered prayer for their healing had strong 
faith. 
Illustrations resembling this may be found in 
the spiritual sphere; and here again the analogy 
holds between the two branches of this salva-
tion. A devoted pastor, or a few members, 
mourning over the spiritual desolations of Zion, 
may be stirred up to prayer for a revival of 
religion. They "have faith in God," believe 
His promises, while the mass of the Church 
may be cold and lifeless, and the impenitent un-
concerned. Their active faith, fervent -prayers, 
and zeal in good works are at length so hon-
ored of God that the Church is revived, the 
impenitent aroused, and a great harvest of souls 
is the result. 
CHAPTER XX. 
PRAYER AND THE DIVINE WILL. 
SOME who are sick are deterred from offering 
or seeking prayer for their recovery, lest it 
be not according to God's will that they should 
be healed. They admit that the promises made 
to believing prayer are plain and positive, but 
they regard them as lirn i ted by such passages 
as this: "And this. is the confidence that we have 
in Him, that if we ask anything according to 
His will He heareth us."-(1 John v: 14.) 
"How do I know," the sick one inquires, "or 
how can I know that it is God's will that I 
should be healed ; and unless I know this, how 
can I ask to be healed, and especially what 
_ground have I on which to base a prayer of 
faith for my healing? " 
These are pertinent questions, and should be 
fairly met. The answer seems as easy as the 
difficulty seems formidable. So far as there is 
any difficulty at all, it concerns all prayer. As 
to prayer for delivery from sickness, we have 
merely to look again at the ground on which 
the promises for healing rest. It is precisely 
the same ground as that on which the promises 
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for the pardon of sin rest. Both are based on 
the atonement of Christ. It cannot too often 
be reiterated that "Himself took our infirmities, 
and bare our diseases" (Matt. viii: 17) as truly 
as that "His own self bare our sins."-(1 Pet. 
ii: 24.) . 
To aid in solving the supposed difficulty, let 
the following questions be pondered: If Christ 
has made an a ton em en t for sin, and if His gos-
pel proclaims a free offer of pardon upon faith 
and repentance, has any penitent and believing 
man a right to doubt whether the offer includes 
himself? Does not God's offer of mercy make 
it infallibly certain that its acceptance by every 
one who hears the gospel would be in most 
hearty accord with His will? Hear the word 
of God: "And this is the will of Him that sent 
Me, that every one which seeth the Son and be-
lieveth on Him, may have everlasting Iife."-
(John vi: 40.) "For this is good and accepta-
ble in the sight of God our Saviour, who will 
have all men to be saved, and to come unto the 
knowledge of the truth."-(1 Timoth"y ii: 3, 4.) 
"For this is the will of God, even your sancti-
fication."-( 1 Thess. iv: 3.) From these and a 
multitude of similar passages, we do infallibly 
know that pardon of sin and complete sanctifi-
cation are God's will for every trusting and 
obedient soul. 
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God's will is equally plain in regard to the 
cure of sickness; and it is simply this, that in 
every case the sick shall be recovered, provided 
the conditions of recovery shall be complied 
with by all concerned. There is no possible 
escape from this conclusion while we hold to 
the doctrine that Christ's atonement covers sick-
ness the same as it does sin. Sickness, in the 
case of Christ's people, is not essential even to 
death. Multitudes, both of the righteous and 
the wicked, meet death without sickness imme-
diately preceding, or as a cause leading thereto. 
Let the sick and suffering ones, therefore, 
among Christ's people, and all others who 
would be rescued from the pangs of disease, 
bear in mind that it is just as clearly God's will 
that they should be healed in body as it is His 
will that their sins should be forgiven and their 
souls should be sanctified. The ample provision 
for both is the death-sacrifice of Jesus. If it be 
possible to learn God's will from His word upon 
any subject whatever, it is that- every one to 
whom the gospel comes shall be healed of sick-
ness and purified from sin. 
The limitation of prayer to things "according 
to His will," has reference to other things than 
curing sickness and sin. Christians have ten 
thousand desires which they may offer to God 
in prayer. There is no limitation put upon 
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these offerings when made by sincere and honest 
hearts devoted to God. But we are deficient in 
knowledge and wisdom. We do not know, in 
some cases, but that which we pray for, under 
the belief that it would be a blessing, might, if 
granted, really prove a curse. This is so plain 
that no illustration is needed. The fact rests 
upon a principle which is well nigh self-evident. 
In all such cases, therefore, what is more wise 
and benevolent than that God should decide-
for some one must decide-whether to bestow or 
withhold the particular thing prayed for. If it 
be a proper thing, He may grant it, but perhaps 
not always at the time and in the manner 
sought; or, if otherwise, He may not grant it 
at all. In all cases of this kind, completely be-
yond the reach of human wisdom, He requires 
us to confide in His goodness; and when we do 
so, our confidence may be rewardeq. by His be-
stowing the very blessing prayed for. We may, 
indeed, realize the fulfillment of what the Psalm-
ist declares: "Delight thyself in the Lord, and 
He shall give thee the desires of thine heart. 
Commit thy way unto the Lord, trust also in 
Him, and He shall bring it to pass; and He 
shall bring forth thy righteousness as the light, 
and thy judgment as the noonday."-(Psalm 
xxxvii: 4-6.) 
A consecrated man, in a paper read before the 
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Boston Methodist Preachers' Meeting, in April, 
1882, in support of "Healing by Faith," says: 
"There must be a special revelation that the 
sickness is not unto death, and that it is the 
will of God to heal, before there can be unwa-
vering faith in behalf of any given case." It 
will be difficult to find Scripture for this posi-
tion. We think there is none. On the contrary, 
if the cure of sickness and sin equally rests on 
the atonement-and no possible blessing to 
fallen man has any other foundation-then 
we have the same right to assume that "any 
given case" of sickness may be cured, where 
the conditions of cure are observed, that we 
have that any and every penitent sinner may 
be pardoned; and "unwavering faith," on the 
ground of Christ's sacrifice, has as clear a war-
rant in the one case as in the other, without any 
"special revelation." Indeed, if a "special rev-
elation" were needed in "any given case" of 
sickness, it would be to the effect that the sick 
one would not be healed, and that this was an 
exceptional case; but no "special revelation" is 
needed that healing might be asked for in faith, 
for Christ's work provides for this. 
That "special revel-ations" by the Holy Spirit 
are often made to those who pray for the sick, 
assudng them of recovery in given cases, some-
times before prayer is offered, sometimes while 
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it is being offered, and again after prayer has 
been offered and before the sick have any posi-
tive sign of healing having been effected, are 
matters well known and immovably established; 
and the results in all such cases are in exact 
accordance with these previous intimations or 
assurances of the Holy Spirit. These are for 
encouragement rather than of necessity; and 
there are perfect parallels to all this in the spirit-
ual sphere, where th~ offer of salvation is free 
to all. Those who are familiar with revivals of 
religion well know that certain devoted saints, 
some poor mothers in Israel, it may be-poor 
in this world's goods, and poor in this world}s 
learning, but rich in faith, and having "the 
word of Christ dwelling in them richly in all 
wisdom "-often have the clearest direction of 
the Holy Spirit to go here and there, to converse 
and pray with this and that impenitent one, 
and a "special revelation " beforehand that such 
souls shall be given them as trophies of grace; 
and they, too, find that these results attest the 
divine Source and the infallibility of the previ-
ous assurances. But while these experiences 
are not uncommon, the gospel offer is made to 
all freely, and we are authorized to preach and 
pray for the conversion of all sinners. These 
pre-intimations of the Spirit are not needed, in 
either case, to lay a basis for prayer, but they 
6 
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may greatly stimulate faith, and are a gracious 
condescension to human weakness. 
Is there, in fact, a more specific and unquali-
fied promise in the Bible than some which we 
find made to prayer for the sick? Take the fol-
lowing for example: "Is any among you afflicted? 
let him pray. Is any merry ? let him sing Psalms. 
Is any sick among you ? let him call for the elders 
of the church; and let them pray over him, 
anointing him with oil in the name of the Lord: 
and the prayer of faith shall save the sick, and the 
Lord shall raise him up; and if he have committed 
sins, they shall be forgiven him."-(Jamesv: 13-15.) 
As Dr. Dwight would say: "The obvious 
meaning" here is that "any" who are sick, 
without restriction, may be healed-literal(>,, all 
the sick-who will comply with the conditions 
named; and is it possible for the Holy Spirit to 
give a more clear "special revelation," showing 
"the will of God to heal," than He has here 
given? In fact, did not the Holy Spirit inspire 
the above passage for the very purpose of giving 
a "special revelation" upon the subject? 
The great underlying truth is, and it should 
never be lost sight of, that Christ died to relieve 
the body of sickness as truly as to relieve the 
soul of sin; and that it is always "according to 
His will," unless He intimate the contrary, that 
the gospel should be preached freely to all as a 
method of delivery from both. 
CHAPTER XXI. 
SPECIALTIES IN CHRIST'S PERSONAL MINISTRY. 
SO far we have traced the analogies which 
seem to show striking parallelisms between 
body and soul healing. It will be borne in mind 
that the comparison has been strictly confined 
to that which lies within the present purview of 
the Church, as seen in the physical and spiritual 
realm alike. The comparison has not been, in 
any respect, between what Christ did, during 
His personal ministry, and what the. Church 
may do now. This is a sphere which has not 
been at all entered. It is by no means essential, 
in order to prove that the privilege of bodily 
healing is now possessed by the Church, that we 
should show a strict analogy, in every particular, 
between what Christ and the Apostles did and 
what is claimed for the Church now. It is quite 
sufficient to show that the power now exists, and 
to show the warrant for it in Christ's sacrifice,-
this offering being equally provided for the body 
and the soul. 
There very naturally may have been in Christ's 
work certain characteristics of His personal 
ministry, even connected with curing disease, 
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which were peculiar to Him, and which do not 
enter into the, present privileges of His people; 
and yet we cannot tell, so meagre is the Church's 
knowledge, and so restrained is her faith, whether 
we may, or not, extend our claims so as to cover 
every point which Christ's ministry exhibits. 
For example, Christ healed some whom He 
never saw, and with whom He had no inter-
course. One case was that of the nobleman's 
son, who was "sick at Capernaum." The father 
said to Christ, "Sir, come down ere my child 
die. Jesus saith unto him, Go thy way, thy son 
liveth. And the man believed the word that 
Jesus had spoken unto him, and he went his 
way." His servants met him wilh the message, 
"Thy son liveth." The son was healed upon 
the father's faith alone, to all appearance, while 
the son was "at the point of death."-(John iv: 
46-54.) 
Another somewhat similar case was that of 
the centurion's servant, also of Capernaum. 
The servant was distant from Christ, and was 
healed solely upon his master's faith, apparent-
ly; and this was so marked that Christ pro-
nounced this commendation upon it: "I say unto 
you, I have not found so great faith, no, not in 
Israel."-(Luke vii: 9.) 
Three peculiarities mark these cases. (1) The 
subjects of them were absent from Jesus. (2) 
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They were not, so far as appears, aware of His 
interposition. (3) They seem to have been 
healed, in each case, upon another's faith. Such 
are the facts, seemingly, upon the surface of the 
record; and yet, as to the two latter points, 
which are the more important, the facts may 
have been different from what, at first view, they 
seem. From the notoriety which Christ's works 
must reasonably have attained in a place no 
larger than Capernaum, the whole people must 
have been aware of what was going on in their 
midst. Moreover, there is nothing improbable 
in supposing that the nobleman may have told 
his son, and also that the centurion may have 
told his servant, that they would apply to Christ 
to heal them. This would stimulate their faith, 
most naturally; so that, after all, these healed 
ones may have exercised faith for themselves, 
though the narratives say nothing of it, while 
they do make prominent the faith of the father 
and the master. 
It is, therefore, quite possible that there may 
be nothing in these cases which cannot be par-
alleled in our own day. Persons eminent in 
faith are often called on to pray for the sick who 
reside at a great distance from them, and who 
are wholly strangers to them. The prayers of 
different circles are enlisted for these same absent 
ones, and these prayers are often answered in 
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the recovery of the sick; but whose faith has 
been instrumental in such recoveries no one but 
the Omniscient can tell. 
It has. been before remarked that healing is 
often delayed, or altogether hindered, by the 
want of faith in the sick. They are desirous of 
recovery, willing to be prayed for, trust to the 
faith of their friends, but exercise no faith of 
their own. Hence, it may be, that prayer is 
offered for their recovery without success, and, 
to the outside world, "the prayer of faith" has 
failed, and the doctrine of "faith-healing" is 
discredited. No such result, embracing all these 
elements, could occur under Christ's personal 
ministry, without the want of faith in the sick 
being detected. As Christ read every heart, He 
often exposed "unbelief,." and declared it to be, 
solely, the cause of His own want of success. 
If He, in condescension, should reveal to His 
people of the present day what His own omnis-
cience discerned, it might appear that the hin-
drances to their success are often precisely those 
which operated so powerfully under His own 
ministry, and gave the occasion for the record, 
"And He marvelled because of their unbelief." 
-(Mark vi: 6.) 
While, however, Christ's ministry of healing 
diseases may partake of many things in common 
with the ministries of His people of the present 
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day, the fact that He is Lord of all, and that all 
power to heal, during His ministry and now, 
proceeds directly from Him, places His work 
upon a high vantage-ground above that of His 
people. 
He was never deceived by appearances. He 
was never imposed upon. He knew when any 
given sickness was a sickness unto death, or that 
recovery was possible. He knew whether the 
divine purpose could be better served, even com-
passing His people's good, by permitting the 
sick to endure for awhile, or whether immediate 
recovery would promote God's glory. If there 
are any possible cases where the sick are debarred 
the hope of recovery-analogous to that of one 
who has sinned away his day of grace-Christ 
has perfect knowledge of them; and if, for any 
other reason not discoverable by us, any are de-
barred from an interest in the promises made to 
the sick-which seems scarcely supposable-
Christ understands perfectly the divine will. On 
these and many other points we are not admit-
ted to perfect light, but are often obliged to ex-
claim, both as to body and soul, "And without 
controversy, great is the mystery of godliness!" 
CHAPTER XXII. 
HEALING, IN CHRIST'S MINISTRY, SOMETIMES 
GRADUAL. 
AS bodily healing, at the present day, is some-
times ~ccomplished gradually, while in 
other cases it is immediate, the inquiry is often 
raised, why this should be so, when, under the 
Saviour's ministry, bodily healing was always 
instantaneous. 
The immediately preceding paper is designed 
to show that the doctrine of "faith-healing," as 
maintained in these papers, does not require that 
there should be a perfect parallel between the 
works of our Lord, during His personal minis-
try, and the works which He has authorized His 
.Church to perform now. While He still con-
tinues to His people the blessing of bodily heal-
ing, He has nowhere said that, in every particu-
lar, His manner of working is to be taken as an 
exact type of the working of His people. 
But have we not been under a mistake in sup-
posing that, in every case, the bodily healings 
performed by the Saviour were instantaneous? 
Most clearly so, we think. This can be shown 
in at least two cases. One is seen in the healing 
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of a blind man at Bethsaida, found in only one 
of the Evangelists. He was brought to Christ 
by his friends, who "besought Him to touch 
him." He "led him out of the town, taking the 
blind man by the hand; and when He had spit 
on his eyes, and put His hands upon him, He 
asked him if he saw aught. And he looked up 
and said, I see men as trees walking. After that 
He put His hands again upon his eyes·, and made 
him look up; and he was restored, and saw every 
man clearly."-(Mark viii: 22-25.) 
This was, plainly, not a case of instantaneous 
cure. The reasons for this need not now be con-
sidered. How long the interval was, between 
the two instances of the Saviour's "putting His 
hands upon him "-indicated by the words, 
"after that " ......... we are left to conjecture. It may 
have been but a few moments, or it may have 
been a few hours, or even longer; but, in any 
event, an interval of time is clearly marked, and 
what may, without impropriety, be termed two 
stages in the process of healing were observed. 
It must of course be admitted that this process 
of gradual cure was not owing to Christ's want 
of power to perform it immediately. He had a 
purpose to accomplish which we may or may 
not discover. The fact of gradualness, or of 
separate stages, in the healing, is the only point 
now before us, and this is placed beyond doubt. 
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The other case of gradual cure is also men-
tioned by a single Evangelist. This occurred at 
Capernaum, and is spoken of in the immediately 
preceding paper. The son of a nobleman was 
ill of a fever, lying "at the point of death." He 
besought Christ to "come down and heal his 
son." "Then said Jesus unto him, Except ye 
see signs and wonders, ye will not believe." 
Instruction was here mingled with good deeds. 
"The nobleman saith unto Him," evidently with 
a despairing cry, "Sir, come down ere my child 
die." With instant promptness, "Jesus saith 
unto him, Go thy way; thy son liveth." Observe, 
here, two things: (1) The child was at death's 
door, and each moment was thought to be the 
last. (2) Christ's assurance met just this point, 
and nothing more. He did not say, Thy son is 
healed, but "Thy son liveth." The nobleman 
was in momentary expectation of hearing that 
his Ii ttle son was dead, and the Saviour aimed to 
relieve just that agonizing anxiety, assuring him 
that he "liveth," or that he would not die. This 
satisfied the nobleman, for it is said, "And the 
man believed the word _that Jesus had spoken 
unto him, and he went his way." The most dis-
tressing point in his anxiety was relieved, in that 
his son's life was spared. "And as he was now 
going down, his servants met him, and told him, 
saying," in the very words Christ had used, 
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"Thy son liveth," showing that their minds, too, 
had been occupied with the simple issue of life 
and death; and as soon as that seemed favorably 
settled they hastened to tell their sorrowing 
master.-(John iv: 46-54.) 
Now note the perfect naturalness of what fol-
lows, proving clearly that this was a case of 
gradual recovery, and giving at least some 
ground for the belief that Jesus had told the 
father that it would be gradual, although the 
narrative is silent about it. On meeting the ser-
vants, the nobleman "inquired of them the hour 
when he began to amend." \Vhy should he ask 
about the beginning of an amendment, unless 
Christ had told him of it, for the servants had 
not hinted this? At all events, the English here 
is very plain, and it is fully sustained by the 
Greek. According to the best authorities, illus-
trated by the classics, the original words ren-
dered "began to amend " have "a notion of 
duration added to that of present action." Again, 
Liddell and ·Scott, the eminent lexicographers, 
quoting the very Greek words here used, give, 
as their literal meaning (employing their own 
italics), "to be better in health." This Greek 
original comprises the very words which were 
given to the Evangelist by the Holy Spirit, under 
whose inspiration the entire Scriptures were 
written. 
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If we look at the remainder of this narrative 
we shall find confirmation of the view that this 
healing was gradual. The answer of the ser-
vants to the inquiry as to the "hour when he 
began to amend," was," Yesterday, at the seventh 
hour, the fever left him. So the fathe1· knew that 
it was at the same hour, in the which Jesus said 
unto him, Thy son liveth; and himself believed, 
and his whole house."-(John iv: 46-53.) All 
persons well acquainted with sickness know that 
the abatement of a fever is often the beginning of 
convalescence, and an indication or promise of 
recovery. So it was in this case. It proved the 
turning point between life and death. At the 
cessation of the fever, "Thy son liveth" was 
illustrated in an amendment which then "be-
gan," as the little sufferer at that moment, in the 
very words of the Holy Spirit, "began " "to be 
better in health "-a gradual cure, plainly. 
CHAPTER XXIII. 
DID CHRIST EVER USE MEANS IN HEALING? 
THE employment of physicians and the use 
of medicines in the healing of disease find 
a justification with some persons in what they 
suppose to have been, in some cases, the example 
of Christ. 
They cite His course in giving sight to "the 
man who was blind from his birth." Christ 
"spat on the ground, and made clay of the 
spittle, and He anointed the eyes of the blind 
man with the clay, and said unto him, Go wash 
in the pool of Siloam (which is, by interpreta-
tion, Sent). He went his way, therefore, and 
washed, and came seeing."-(John ix: 6, 7.) 
A somewhat similar case is related by St. 
Mark (viii : 22, 23). "They bring a blind man 
unto Him, and besought Him to touch him. 
And He took the blind man by the hand,_and 
led him out of the town; and when He had spit 
on his eyes, and put His hand upon him, He 
asked him if he saw aught. And he looked up 
and said, I see men as trees, walking. After 
that, He put His hands again upon his eyes, and 
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made him look up; and he was restored and 
saw every man clearly." 
It is upon such cases, so far as Christ's example 
is concerned, that the warrant for the use of 
medicines is founded. But let us carefully note 
the wide difference. Medicines are used for 
their physical effect. But can it be claimed that 
this was the purpose for which Christ used the 
clay and prescribed the washing? Different 
medical remedies have virtues peculiar to their 
various qualities to which their healing power 
is attributed; and those who resort to them, 
both physicians and patients, admit their de-
pendence for healing upon these qualities. Will 
it. be pretended that Christ resorted to these 
expedients because he was thus dependent on 
them for curing these blind men? If the power 
to heal was found in the clay and the pool, then 
a mere man might have used them with the 
same result ; and, in this light, or in any event, 
all semblance of the divine prerogative in these 
mighty works at once vanishes. 
We cannot, therefore, see in these cases any 
warrant for sheltering the use of medicine under 
the example of Christ, unless it be claimed that 
the clay which Christ made with the spittle, and 
the water of Siloam, inherently possessed heal-
ing power, and that Christ deoended upon this 
in these cases. 
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It is supposed that Christ's object in using the 
clay and in directing the washing was to encour-
age the blind men's faith by a sensible sign. 
This is possible, but if this were the reason it is 
difficult to see why this should have been more 
needful in these particular cases than in others, 
where no such expedients were employed.· The 
mass of the cures performed by Christ were not 
accompanied with any outward sign whatever. 
Sometimes a word was spoken, sometimes a 
touch was witnessed, but if we attribute these 
heatings to divine power alone, even these were 
not necessary. 
In the directions given to the disciples to "lay 
hands on the sick" (Mark xvi: 18), and to 
"anoint with oil'' (James v : 14), we may see a 
reason why these rites are prescribed. They 
contain a lesson for the sick and also for those 
who pray for their recovery. They point both 
classes to God, and show their dependence on 
Him. Laying on of hands is a symbol of divine 
power and the communication of divine gifts. 
It was observed in setting apart the seven dea-
cons. "When· the apostles had prayed they 
laid their hands upon them " (Acts vi : 6), and 
in this manner they were consecrated to their 
work. So, also, when "Samaria had received the 
word of God, they sent unto them Peter and 
John. Then laid they their hands on 
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them, and they received the Holy Ghost."-
(Acts viii : 14, 17.) 
For the same reason Barnabas and Saul were 
consecrated to their missionary work in the same 
manner. Of "certain prophets and teachers " 
in the church of Antioch, it is said : "As they 
ministered and fasted, the Holy Ghost said, 
Separate me Barnabas and Saul for the work 
whereunto I have called them. And when they 
had fasted and prayed, and laid their hands on 
them, they sent them away."-(Acts xiii : 1-3.) 
The Holy Spirit was the gift thus symbolized. 
Other similar cases are to the same effect. It 
is the recognition of divine power, and that this 
power is shown by the giving of the Holy Ghost. 
The '' anointing with oil in the name of the 
Lord," for the recovery of the sick, is for the 
same purpose. It symbolizes the Spirit's power 
in healing the body; and in this we see a paral-
lel in the Spirit's work for the soul: "Now He 
which stablisheth us with you in Christ, and 
hath anointed us, is God; who hath also sealed 
us, and given the earnest of the Spirit in our 
hearts."-(2 Cor. i: 21, 22.) 
We think it is clearly without warrant to affirm 
that the direction in James (v: 14), '' anointing 
with oil in the name of the Lord," and the his-
torical statement concerning the early disciples 
in Mark (vi: 13), "and they cast out many devils, 
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and anointed with oil many that were• sick and 
healed them," had any reference to medical vir-
tues in the oil, when in both of these and all 
similar cases it is the divine power alone which 
effects the bodily cure. This power being ad-
mitted, it is the natural and obvious teaching of 
these passages that the oil merely symbolizes 
the mode in which the divine power is used, 
namely, by the Holy Spirit. 
CHAPTER XX.IV. 
ANCIENT AND MODERN PROOFS OF HEALING. 
THERE are some Christian people who reject 
the doctrine of modern "faith-healing," 
while they readily credit the miracles of Christ. 
They do not seem to regard two palpable facts, 
when comparing ancient and modern cases of 
healing: first, that the basis of proof is exactly 
the same in both, namely, human testimony ; 
and second, that, to-day, the proof of the gen-
uineness of modern cases-so far as testimony 
is concerned-infinitely outweighs that which is 
produced to sustain the ancient. Nevertheless, 
such is the force of education, so strong is prej-
udice, such is the pride of opinion, such the in-
domitable power of place and position, with the 
natural tendency t~ hold on to what is sanc-
tioned by usage, and which has come down 
through long ages of respectable tradition, that 
the anciently accepted doctrine is adhered to 
without examining the evidence on which it 
rests, and with unquestioning confidence, while 
the modern doctrine is promptly rejected, also 
without examination, and treated with contempt 
and even with scorn. Sometimes a single phrase 
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becomes alike popular and potent to settle the 
whole question, as, that " the age of miracles is 
past." This, while it proves nothing, is, with 
multitudes, -conclusive. 
Now, we repeat, that the evidence on which 
rests the genuineness of hundreds of cases, at 
the present day, of healing the most virulent 
diseases by the direct power of God, through 
the prayer of faith, is far more clear and con-
clusive than is the evidence on which rests the 
genuineness of the miracles of Christ. We are 
well aware of what this position imports, but 
all that it contains can be substantiated. We 
are now speaking simply of the proof in each 
case which rests on human testimony. 
Some of the elements of the two cases are 
these : ( 1 ) The witnesses are of equal intel-
ligence, to say the least. Men and women who 
testify to modern cases of "faith-healing"-
many of them, at least-are equal to any of the 
Apostles and early Christians in intelligence, 
while some of the former are vastly the supe-
riors of many of the latter, and quite as little 
likely to be deceived as they in what they have 
seen and do know. ( 2) Their honesty and sin-
cerity, and even their piety, will bear favorable 
comparison with the chosen disciples, or with 
any among the multitudes who surrounded the 
person of Christ in His daily work.. ( 3) Their 
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opportunities for correctly observing and report-
ing cases of cure are fully equal to those 
enjoyed by the witnesses of the works of Christ. 
If, then, the question turn upon the intelligence 
of the witnesses, upon their perfect probity and 
upon their favorable opportunities for observa-
tion, the ancient and the modern cases may be 
said to stand upon a basis of substantial equal-
ity. But beyond these characteristics are at 
least three others, which place the modern cases 
in a light which puts the witnesses to the 
ancient beyond the pale of comparison. 
First. The witnesses to modern" faith-cures" 
are numerous, living, accessible, and can be ex-
amined. If need be, they can testify, under 
oath, and with all the solemnities and usual 
forms of judicial procedure. 
Second. Among these living witnesses are 
some of the most reputable physicians, who have 
had charge of cases which have been cured by 
the prayer of faith; who have made a diagnosis 
of the cases, and understand them perfectly, so 
far as medical knowledge can go, and whose 
professional judgment, from the advancement of 
medical science, is superior to that of any phy-
sicians in the time of Christ ; who have pro-
nounced the cases incurable by any methods 
known to medical science ; who have given their 
professional judgment that, within the knowl-
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edge of the profession, neither "Nature," nor 
any natural recuperative power within the hu-
man system, could effect a cure in certain cases 
named ; and yet, who have testified that these 
supposed incurable patients were immediately 
raised up to health, without any visible means 
being used but prayer, the laying on of hands, 
and anointing with oil, in the name of the Lord, 
the claim for healing being rested upon the 
direct intervention of the power of God. 
Third. Among these witnesses may be found 
the cured persons themselves, men and women 
of the highest character, who, like the blind man 
mentioned in the ninth chapter of St. John's 
Gospel, certainly do know that they were ill and 
now are well ; and these healed ones are very 
numerous, accessible, and can be examined. In-
deed, the story of their sickness and recovery, 
in many instances, has been published. 
Now, over against these three points which 
modern cures em brace, we find nothing worthy 
of comparison in the cases belonging to the 
age of Christ and the Apostles. The very long 
stretch of time between the cases put in 
comparison-while the reality of the mira-
cles of Christ is undoubted-gives an advantage 
to the modern cases, which is absolutely over-
whelming, in the simple and single point of the 
evidence on which they rest. 
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If it be said, in reply, that the testimony of 
the· ancient witnesses is more trustworthy, be-
cause they were inspired, and that the record 
which contains their testimony is inspired, the 
statement involves a fallacy so far as it bears on 
the present question. Inspiration has nothing 
to do with it. Witnesses of proper character, 
who are uninspired, are as competent to testify 
to facts within their personal knowledge as 
those who are inspired. Inspiration is given for 
other purposes than to enable honest men to 
give honest testimony. 
Besides this, but few of those who saw 
Christ's works could claim inspiration. The 
twelve apostles were inspired for special pur-
poses, and so were others; but the most of those 
who, at that day, could bave been summoned, in 
court, to testify to Christ's miracles, were with-
out inspiration. Some of them were not even 
Chri"stians, and yet their testimony would have 
stood unimpeached. As one of the proofs of 
Christ's resurrection, St. Paul states that "He 
was seen of five hundred brethren at once." But 
who supposes that these were all inspired? 
Thrusting in a question about inspiration 
tends to obscure the only point at issue, namely: 
The witnesses to modern cures are living, and 
can be seen and examined; the cured are also 
accessible. But the witnesses to Christ's mira-
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cles have slumbered nearly two thousand years. 
These simple facts, with the acknowledged haze 
which surrounds things so far removed, puts the 
modern testimony upon a high vantage-ground. 
CHAPTER XXV. 
LAWS OF HEALTH FOR BODY AND SOUL. 
WHILE the most ample provision is made in 
the gospel for both body and soul healing, 
no one can reasonably hope for either, or even 
hope to be kept in health for soul or body, while 
reckless of or totally disregarding the plain laws 
of health which are open to the study and daily 
observation of every one. To expect either cure 
or preservation, for soul or body, under such cir-
cumstances, would be the highest presumption. 
It would be equivalent to asking God to work 
a constant miracle, for our benefit, while we were 
living in the open violation of His laws, and in 
the constant disregard of His will. 
The case is almost too plain for illustration. 
If one is seeking the complete delivery of the 
soul from sin, it will be necessary to success not 
only that all the means of grace should be dili-
gently observed, such as the study of God's 
word, prayer, worship, devotion to Christian 
work in consecration and faith, but that watch-
fulness against temptation, an avoidance of sin, 
non-conformity to the world, should also engage 
earnest attention. Unless both these branches 
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of Christian duty be faithfully regarded, we 
have no warrant for Christ's acceptance of us, 
nor for the Spirit's renewing, sanctifying, or 
guiding power. In a word, the laws of the 
spiritual life and growth, as laid down in the 
Scriptures, must be obeyed, if that life is to con-
tinue and be perfected. To rush into sin, or to 
bury one's self in the world, absorbed in its 
amusements and pleasures; or even to give 
supreme attention to lawful business, to amass-
ing wealth, to seeking honors; or to spend life 
in supreme devotion to the solution of the ques-
tions, as even many nominal Christians do, with 
no higher aim than personal gratification, '' What 
shall we eat? what shall we drink? wherewithal 
shall we be clothed?''-to pursue these and sim-
ilar courses, would render the soul's health im-
possible, without a constant miracle, or a reversal 
of the whole plan and process of the gospel sal-
vation. 
It is so with the body, either as to preserving 
it in health, or curing its myriad infirmities and 
diseases. Neither can be hoped for, while God's 
will is set aside. He will cure the sorest sick-
ness, and prevent disease, for both are promised; 
but He will he very likely to do neither, if the 
laws of bodily health are totally and persistently 
ignored. If a man should insist on eating 
tainted food, because it is cheap, or living with-
7 
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out fire in his dwelling, in mid-winter, to save 
cost of fuel, or should pitch his tent in malarious 
swamps, merely to get worldly gain, he could 
not, while so doing, claim any of the promises 
graciously made to warding off or curing sick-
ness; and yet, if his supreme motive were to 
glorify God, to minister to the sick and dying 
in deadly epidemics, to carry the gospel to 
infected hospitals or fever-guarded coasts, God 
might then interfere by His direct power to 
counteract the natural laws he has made. Here 
come in the promises of preservation in Mark 
xvi : 18. 
To have bodily health, and to expect God's 
blessing in its preservation-for the promises 
apply to preventz"ng as well as to curing sickness 
-the mass of mankind, in the upper and middle 
classes, would have to reverse their whole course 
of life. They live in the almost constant viola-
tion of the plainest laws of health, and this, 
more than any or all other known causes, fills 
the world with "all manner of sickness and all 
manner of disease," and with "divers diseases 
and torments" to both body and soul. We refer 
to their ordinary habits of eating and drinking. 
The proper indulgence of these natural appetites 
engenders no sickness; but every well-educated 
physician will say that their excessive indul-
gence lies at the base of more sickness than all 
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other causes combined. Of the two, taking all 
classes together, excessive and imprudent eating 
probably causes more sickness than excessive 
drinking. The latter is more fruitful of crime, 
and through taxes, pauperism, insanity, and all 
the higher grades of criminal life, inflicts much 
more evil upon others and upon society at large; 
but the evil which a man inflicts upon himself, 
in the daily and habitual excesses of eating-
especially among the higher, more respectable, 
refined, and fashionable classes-brings more 
direct sickness to the body, with its consequent 
distresses to the mind, than the habit of drink-
ing alcoholic stimulants. With many respect-
able people, excessive drinking is degrading, and 
they look upon a drunkard with contempt, while 
without remorse they may themselves be slaves 
to a gluttonous appetite, wholly ignoring God's 
law, which says, " Whether ye eat or drink, or 
whatsoever ye do, do all to the glory of God." 
-(1 Cor. x: 31.) 
Another law of bodily health is extensively 
violated in our day and country. This is an 
enterprising, rushing age, eager for gain. The 
cry has been, "work, work." It is largely an 
overworked age. Thousands need rest. Soften-
ing of the brain, paralysis, heart disease, pros-
trate vigorous men in middle life. These things 
are universally observed, and commonly 
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lamented, but mankind rush on after the world, 
all the same. 
The promises of God made to the sick, cover all 
diseases, no matter what their cause may be. 
But while this is true, every one must see that 
proper regard to the laws of heal th must be 
observed, in order to secure God's power, to say 
nothing of opening the way to the exercise of 
true faith. 
CHAPTER XXVI. 
FHYSICAL AND SPIRITUAL INTERACTIONS. 
J F we look closely at man's physical and spir-
itual nature, and notice the sympathy which 
exists and often manifests itself in great power, 
each for the other, in these two distinct and 
wholly opposite parts of human nature, we may 
find valuable illustrations to confirm still further 
all that the Scriptures reveal concerning the full 
redemption of both body and soul by the work 
of the Saviour. Even were the Gospel silent 
upon this point it would seem, from the very 
necessities of the case, that Christ must have 
provided for curing the body of disease in order 
to success in curing the soul of sin. 
For example, universal observation shows 
that whenever the body is diseased, the mind, 
by sympathy, is sadly affected, and often also 
the heart, the moral faculties, and the whole 
emotional nature; and the degree to which the 
whole spiritual man is depressed will depend 
upon the depth and persistency of the bodily 
ailments for the time prevailing. In some 
cases, partial or entire insanity, the upsetting of 
reason and the derangement of all the mbral 
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faculties, even the reversal of one's conceptions 
of right and wrong upon the plainest affairs of 
every-day life, have resulted from bodily injury 
and from protracted sickness. On the other 
hand, mental anxiety, heart troubles, agonizing 
sorrow, often prostrate the body and bring on 
violent disease, and sometimes end in sudden 
death. These are very common occurrences in 
all grades of society, among the cultured and the 
degraded, among the devoted people of God, as 
well as the most depraved. 
Another common observation is, that some of 
the best among the Lord's servants are some-
times brought into spiritual darkness where the 
cause is simply an unhealthy condition of the 
body. Sometimes godly persons have renounced 
their trust in Christ, believing that they had 
been "deceived in entertaining a hope," where 
nothing more than some bodily ailment was the 
cause; perhaps, in given cases, dyspepsia has 
been the real trouble. These spiritual depres-
sions have been carried to an extreme extent, 
and have taken many sad forms. One has been 
led to believe that he has "committed the un-
pardonable sin;" another has been tempted to 
commit suicide; another has been almost pro-
voked to lay violent hands on his most intimate 
friends or relatives; and still other aberrations, 
wholly bearing on one's spiritual state, have 
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often been seen, where, upon close and careful 
examination, the cause has been discovered to 
lie in some lurking or more obvious disease, 
acute or chronic, of the body. 
We barely mention, in passing, without ex-
pressing an opinion upon it, that some who 
have had great experience in "faith healing"-
as Baron Karl Andreas, for example-believe 
that many of these cases of spiritual depression, 
arising from bodily disease, are real "demoniacal• 
possessions," such as were witnessed during the 
ministry of Christ and the apostles. They have 
been at the same time remarkably successful in 
relieving them, even to effecting perfect and 
permanent cures. 
Passing, however, this question of "demoni-
acal possession," and turning to the main sub-
ject of this paper, we think it must be too 
obvious to need argument that the Gospel 
scheme would have been seriously defective had 
it not embraced the redemption of the body 
of disease along with the cure of the soul of sin. 
Indeed, it is a fair question whether, so intimate 
are their relations, the scheme could be worked 
out with success for the soul unless the body 
were embraced in it. In health and in sickness, 
the body and soul act and interact so constantly 
upon each other, the health of the one tending to 
promote the health of the other, and the illness 
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of the one tending to promote the illness, that, 
in any real renovation of either, the other must 
be regarded. This, as to our natural condition, 
is obvious, at a glance; and here we must bear 
in mind that, in working out spiritual results, 
the Gospel works in entire accordance with all 
the human faculties, material, moral and spir-
itual; renovating and regenerating them by a 
supernatural power, even by the Holy Spirit, 
not creating any new faculty, but using every 
natural power in the service of God. Now, 
this intimacy of matter and spirit in man-this 
action and interaction between the two parts of 
that nature which make him one personality, 
the physical in him being just as important to 
this as the spiritual-seems easily to prepare the 
way for receiving the doctrine taught in this 
series of papers, viz.: that, in order to the full 
renovation of man, it is essential that the rem-
edy provided should contemplate his bodily 
healing as truly as his soul-cure; indeed, shows 
clearly that the soul cannot obtain full deliver-
ance without its twin partner, the body, shares 
alike in the same blessing. 
When, therefore, we look into the revealed 
scheme of grace by the Lord Jesus, we find 
what we should most naturally expect, viz., that 
His atoning sacrifice contemplates, with entire 
equality, the relief of both body and soul of all 
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that sin has brought upon either, and that this 
fullness of blessing to the whole man is freely 
offered to all who will receive it by faith. We 
have in this view, also, a confirmatory proof of 
a more extended generalization, namely, that the 
Author of Nature and of Revelation is one and 
the same, the Living God ! 
CHAPTER XXVII. 
PHYSICAL AND SPIRITUAL NURSING. 
A NY one who watches the current discussions 
in the religious press of all Christian de-
nominations, must have observed a common 
lamentation at the great "spirituai dearth" 
which extensively prevails. No body of Chris-
tians, scarcely an individual congregation, is 
exempt. 
A great variety of causes is assigned for this, 
causes which are common to all the churches. 
We, at present, name but one. It is the lack of 
proper attention to those who are brought into 
the churches as "young converts;" and we 
apply this phrase, not to those who are young 
in years, but to those who are" babes" in Christ. 
Some of these converts may be children, others 
may be youth, others in middle life, and others 
in old age; but they are all "young" in Christ. 
It has often been said, and there may be a 
degree of truth in this, that young converts are 
more neglected at the present day than they 
were in former times; that while so much is 
done for children in Sabbath Schools-more 
than in any past age-while Christian "work-
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ers," in almost every department of beneficence, 
were never more numerous, there is a lack of 
the proper watchfulness over those newly 
brought into the Church, and a withholding of 
necessary aid from them in the spiritual life and 
walk, not only on the part of church members 
and church officers, but also on the part of 
pastors ; all of which is most marked. If these 
things are so, the effect upon individual spiritual 
life, and upon the life of the Christian body at 
large, must be widespread and disastrous. 
The remedy for this state of things is just as 
plain as the fault. For the want of a better 
phrase, and perhaps no better can be found, it 
is proper "spiritual nursing" that all young 
converts need. The Scriptures call them 
"babes," and this indicates what they need. 
Spiritual nursing may embrace proper instruc-
tion as well as watchfulness ; the right kind of 
diet and the right kind of care. These are 
absolutely essential in the natural raising of 
children ; they are none the less so in their 
spiritual training. 
We need not go into any detail in order to 
show what this "spiritual nursing" includes. 
It is enough that we call attention to its neglect, 
and to the sad consequences resulting; and, on 
the other hand, that we merely name the remedy. 
As to the latter, it will, most obviously, embrace 
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teaching the truth, showing Christian life by 
example, warning, encouragement and the like. 
The whole membership in any given church, 
from the pastor to the obscurest communicant, 
should feel the obligation of guiding, by all 
proper means, every "young convert " in the 
better service of Christ. This is one of the 
plainest of Christian duties; and no church or 
member can be "strong in the Lord" while it is 
neglected. 
Now, we wish to apply the foregoing view to 
the curing of the sick through the prayer of 
faith. In a previous paper of this series we 
have barely noted the fact, and given some 
reasons for it, that persons are often healed of 
various diseases, wholly for the time, or partially, 
and then fail of <;omplete recovery,orentirelyfall 
again under the enemy's power. What we have 
indicated as needful for the soul in young con-
verts, "spiritual nursing," is needful for the bodies 
of those who are healed of disease, "physical nurs-
ing;" that is, a training suited to their new 
circumstances. This will include, what many 
will need, warning not to violate the plain laws 
of health; special watchfulness against the wiles 
of the devil, who will try to persuade them that 
their healing will not last, who will seek to in-
duce them, when a return of sickness is threat-
ened, to resort to medicines, to call a physician, 
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and who will try to fill their minds with distrust 
of Christ, or who will represent their faith 
as a sheer delusion. The arch enemy will 
come in the garb of an angel of light, and all 
his methods will be urged with consummate 
~kill; and, unless prayer is earnest and watch-
fulness constant, the recently-healed one may 
fall into Satan's snares and be, for the time, 
overwhelmed, and give up all as lost. Seeking 
the Holy Spirit's guidance, every moment, may 
save from falling here, the same as in any spir-
itual necessities of the soul. The parallel is 
here complete: "young converts," both in 
body and soul healing, need careful "nursing" 
in the first stages of their new experience, if 
they are to "stand," and, especially, if they 
progress. 
We may specially emphasize the need of this 
in healing the body of disease, simply because 
the subject is wholly new to multitudes who 
seek bodily healing. It is a doctrine not taught 
in the regular ministrations of the church. Few 
ever hear of it except in special services outside 
mostl·y of church lines. They are, therefore, 
"babes" in the very elements of knowledge; 
and, in this respect, need direction far more than 
many young converts do, as to the merely spir-
itual life, who have been trained in Christian 
households, and who have heard the plain doc-
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trines of salvation declared from the pulpit all 
their lives. 
How obvious is the lesson here to all who are 
engaged in '' faith healing work," that they 
follow up recoveries from sickness with all re-
quired instruction, caution, encouragement and 
warning! Especially should encouragement be 
given; a faith taught which is to be "without 
wavering;" for the promises made concerning 
the body are as full and clear as those made to 
the soul, while they all alike proceed from Him 
who is "the same, yesterday, to-day and for-
ever!" 
CHAPTER XXVIII. 
PHYSICAL AND SPIRITUAL TESTS OF HEALING. 
THE healing of the body of disease is easily 
tested, for it involves effects which are 
purely physical in their nature. Nothing ought 
to be more easy to determine, in general experi-
ence, than for a sick man to tell when he is ill, 
and especially when he is extremely and pain-
fully ill. So, also, on the other hand, nothing 
ought to be more easy of settlement than for 
one who has been thus ill to tell when he is re-
covered from illness and his usual health is per-
£ ectly restored. There may be a thousand 
things concerning sickness and recovery there-
where the illness has been extreme and 
the recovery unexpected and remarkable, of 
which the sufferer is profoundly ignorant. He 
may be utterly incapable of giving a diagnosis 
of his ailments, may not be able even to give a 
name to the disease which is racking him with 
pain and threatening him with death, or even to 
give any very intelligent account of the symp-
toms of his troubles. All this is for the medical 
experts; and often they find, upon a post-mortem 
examination, that they have been profoundly in 
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error regarding the whole case. But as to the 
simple facts of illness and recovery, no other 
testimony is needed; none can equal it, beyond 
that w~1ich the once suffering and now recovered 
patient can himself give from the depths of his 
own experience. 
From all this it follows that what is claimed 
for "faith healing"-so far as the simple facts 
of illness and cure are concerned-is placed upon 
ground which is impregnable, for there is no 
counter argument which can withstand this sort 
of testimony from experience. It is conclusive, 
if there is any certainty in human knowledge. 
Let our thoughts now turn to the evidence for 
soul cure. We notice, as a fair test, the be-
ginning of the spiritual life, taking it at that 
period which is called "conversion," a turning 
of the soul from the service of sin to the service 
of Christ, involving repentance of sin, faith in 
Jesus as the Saviour, an abandonment of all un-
godliness, and the beginning of a life of holy 
obedience to the commands of Christ. 
The first thing to be noticed here is, that these 
exercises of soul, if genuine, involve an experi-
ence; that is, they are an experience. But what 
sort of an experience-or, rather, how assured 
is it? There are some, thanks be to God! who 
can say, "I know whom I have believed," as did 
Paul; and with John, who speaks for himself 
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and others, "Hereby we know that He abideth 
in us, by the Spirit which He hath given us;" 
and again with John, "We know that we have 
passed from death unto life." We have, more-
over, as others have, met with Christians who 
had no more doubt that they were the subjects 
of regenerating grace than they had of their 
experience of natural life; than that they exist-
ed. They had the witness of the Holy Spirit 
that they were children of God, and they lived 
constantly in the enjoyment of this blessed ex-
perience-an "assurance." But, on the other 
hand, who that is at all acquainted with the 
actual state of the Christian Church does not 
know that multitudes of professing Chris-
tians live on in utter ignorance of any such 
experience? All they can say is, they hope they 
are God's children, and this hope is accompa-
nied with unbroken doubts and fears. Our ob-
servation is, founded upon many inquiries, that 
it is but a very small minority in any of the 
churches that are able to say that they "know " 
that they have been "born from above." Many 
ministers of the Gospel, as actual inquiry, per-
sonally made, assures us, are without any "as-
surance" that they are children of God. We 
have known at least tw_o distinguished theolog-
ical professors who were living on merely a 
"hope " that they were Christians, and this, too, 
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when they were spending their lives in training 
the rising ministry! One of these is still living; 
the other went to his grave with this mere 
hope! 
How sad must be the spiritual state of Christ's 
professing people, when but few among them 
can honestly say," We know that we have passed 
from death unto life! '' 
The practical bearing o~ this comparison is 
this: The real proof of actual healing is far 
stronger on the side of healing the budy than on 
that of healing the soul. In regard to the 
former there can be no room for doubt; as to the 
latter, all may be involved in uncertainty, even 
to the person himself. And yet, in the face of 
these plain facts, many Christian people will 
doubt, or deny to the last, the reality of bodily 
cure through the prayer of faith, with its over-
whelming evidence, while they will hesitate to 
deny, or will fully credit, the reality of the ren-
ovation of the soul, notwithstanding it is en-
compassed with uncertainties of which even 
they cannot divest themselves! 
But if we make a fair comparison of these 
tests we cannot fail to see that there is much 
stronger ground, to the common mind, for 
crediting the healing of the body than there is 
for believing in the regeneration of the soul. 
Many of the results of the former are visible to 
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the eye of every observer; but the evidences of 
a spiritual change are hidden, often from him 
who is the subject of it, much more from others. 
It would seem, therefore, that bodily healing 
should be more readily credited than soul cure; 
but we find this is not the case, even among in-
telligent Christians. This cannot easily be 
accounted for, except on the ground of the 
prejudices of education and religious training; 
or, with many candid persons, it is simply owing 
to a want of information, a failure to give the 
subject due attention. We trust, however, that 
when the people of God at large engage in the 
study of the subject with the diligence its im-
mense importance demands, a great change for 
the better will be seen. 
CHAPTER XXIX. 
MISINTERPRETATIONS OF SCRIPTURE. 
J T is an acknowledged canon for the interpre-
tation of an author in any language that if his 
use of a given term, in a given place, be deemed 
obscure or doubtful, its meaning is to be sought 
in his use of the same term in other places where 
he deals with the same subject. Tried by this 
rule, light may be thrown upon some texts of 
Scripture whose meaning has been misappre-
hended. 
For example, in a quotation from the prophet 
Isaiah, St. Matthew (xiii: 15) says: "In them 
(those to whom Christ was then speaking) is ful-
filled the prophecy of Isaiah, which saith, By 
hearing ye shall hear, and shall not understand; 
and seeing ye shall see, and shall not perceive; 
for this people's heart is waxed gross, and their 
ears are dull of hearing, and their eyes they have 
closed; lest at any time they should see with their 
eyes, and hear with their ears, and should under-
stand with their hearts, and should be converted, 
and I should heal them." 
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These words, as used by the prophet and quoted 
by the evangelist, were inspired by the Holy 
Spirit, and He, therefore, is their author. The 
only question in hand is, what does the Spirit 
mean by the closmg words of this passage-" and 
I should heal them "? What is the nature of the 
healing hear mentioned? It has been usually 
assumed-a pure assumption-that the whole 
passage, including the closing words, relates to 
spiritual healing alone, the removal and cure of 
sin in the soul. On the contrary, we maintain 
that Christ is here speaking of healing the body 
of disease; that while the former part of the pas-
sage refers to spiritual cure, the closing words, 
"and I should heal them," refer to bodily cure; 
the whole thus embracing the two branches of 
that salvation He died to achieve, and which, as 
to both, He illustrated in His daily work when 
on earth. We arrive at this conclusion by 
examining the use of the word by the Holy 
Spirit elsewhere in the original, here rendered 
"heal." 
Let it be noted that St. John (xii: 40) quotes 
the same passage from Isaiah, closing with the 
same words, "and I should heal them," and the 
same Greek word for" heal" is used by the Spirit 
in both evangelists. The word in question is 
iaomai. This Greek word is used in the New 
Testament for heal, healing, healed, etc., twenty-
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eight times, including the two passages under 
consideration. In every case the healing is that 
of the body, as may be seen on examination, un-
less I Peter ii: 24, be an exception, where refer-
ence is also made to Isaiah (liii: 4) in the words, 
"By whose stripes ye were healed." But it is no 
more than fair to say that this uniform use of the 
word for healing the body of sickness, as seen all 
through the Gospels and the Acts of the Apos-
tles, also determines its meaning as used by the 
Spirit in the verse referred to in St. Peter. As 
confirming this interpretation, it is important to 
observe that this word iaomai is not used at all in 
the New Testament for any other purpose besides 
the cases mentioned. There is, however, a word 
from the same Greek root, in the substantive form, 
iama, used three times in I Cor. xii: 9, 28, 30, ren-
dered uniformly "healing" and "healings," where 
the "gifts of healing," conferred by the Holy Spirit, 
are spoken of; and in all these cases it is conceded 
that it is the healing of the body alone that is 
referred to. This unvarying usage, therefore, of 
iaomai, in the other passages, by the Spirit, deter-
mines its meaning in the two cases in question in 
the Evangelists Matthew and John, showing that 
it is of the healing of the body that the Spirit is 
speaking. 
We are brought to a similar result when deter-
mining the meaning of certain passages in the 
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Old Testament. The prophet Isaiah, when speak-
ing of Christ's sufferings, says: "With His stripes 
we are healed." -(liii 5.) This is the passage 
quoted by St. Peter before mentioned. Its true 
meaning will cast further light upon the Spirit's 
meaning in the verse quoted from that epistle. 
These words of the prophet have by some been 
confined to spiritual healing, but without due 
authority. The Hebrew word rapha, rendered 
"healed," is used fifty-seven times, in various 
forms of the verb, in the Old Testament, includ-
ing the passage in Isaiah above quoted. It is the 
word used by Moses in his prayer that Miriam 
might be healed of leprosy.-(Numbers xii: 13.) 
It is used in many places in Leviticus where lep-
rosy is mentioned as being healed, and where the 
rules for dealing with leprosy are prescribed.-
(Leviticus xiii: 18, 37; xiv: 3, 48.) It is used in 
Deuteronomy, where the itch and the botch of 
Egypt are mentioned as healed; and it is used in 
the same sense of bodily healing in many other 
places. 
The same Hebrew word, rapha, is used by the 
Psalmist in the words, "Who healeth all thy dis-
eases."-(Ps. ciii: 3.) This, too, is claimed by 
teachers in theology as referring solely to spiritual 
healing of the soul of sin. The beautiful poetic 
parallelism, without the necessity of any other 
argument, should have taught learned men bet-
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ter than this; for surely the Spirit would not have 
favored this redundancy, if both lines mean the 
same thing: 
"Who forgiveth all thine iniquities; 
'' Who healeth all thy diseases." 
This contrasting of " iniquities " and "dis~ 
eases," and also the contrast in the process of 
curing both, "forgiveth" and "healeth," when 
taken with the meaning of rapha (healeth), as 
before stated, make it conclusive that the lat-
ter of these poetic lines refers to curing the 
body as clearly as the former does to curing 
the soul. 
While, as before stated, the Greek word, t"aomai: 
is never used in any other sense in the New Tes-
tament than to heal, it is not the only word so 
used. Another word, therapeuo, is used forty-two 
times, and always in the sense of bodily healing 
but once (Acts xvii: 25), where it is "worship." 
Another word, sozo, is used three times in the same 
sense; while still another word, dt"asozo, is used 
twice in the same sense; and t"ast"s, as a noun, is 
so used three times. References to all these pas-
sages might be given, but this would not aid the 
ordinary reader, anc. any competent Greek scholar 
can find them. 
In view of all these passages-and these by 
no means exhaust the catalogue-is it not a 
little strange that some writers will persist in 
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asserting that the advocates of "faith healing" 




WITH this paper we bring these "Gospel 
Parallelisms" to an end, not because we 
deem the subject exhausted, for there are other 
points of comparison between physical and spir-
itual healing which we have not entered upon. 
But enough has been said to put the active mind 
on the alert, so that any consecrated and attentive 
child of God may readily find a solution to diffi-
culties regarding healing the body, if he is 
familiar with a deep Christian experience, and 
well informed by the Scriptures on the divine 
method of healing the soul. 
In passing over the various topics of these 
parallelisms we cannot help being struck with the 
simplicity of God's plans for the recovery of man-
kind from sin, nor fail to see, in every feature, 
that it is the entire personality, all that makes up 
manhood, that is contemplated in the provisions 
of grace. We are so fully assured of this, the 
truth is so plain and convincing, that we are con-
fident that the day is not distant when the whole 
Church will be aroused to accept "the faith once 
delivered to the saints," on this as truly as upon 
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any part of divine revelation. When that time 
shall arise, ministers will preach "all the counsel 
of God," and every pulpit will proclaim healing 
the body "of all manner of sickness" as readily 
as it now presents salvation for the soul; thus 
restoring Christ's methods in apostolic times, 
when "healing the sick" and " preaching the 
. kingdom of God" went hand-in-hand; and thus 
rendering obedience to Christ's commission to 
the Church when He bade His disciples preach 
this Gospel for body and soul "to every creature " 
upon the broad earth. When these things shall 
be realized, the true millennium will have come! 
It is gratifying to note, in anticipation of this 
"good time coming," how rapidly the doctrine 
of "faith healing" is spreading; how many con-
secrated people, daily increasing in number, are 
engaged in the practical work of healing the sick; 
how many are being healed "of all manner of 
sickness and all manner of disease;" how many 
"Homes for Healing," and other institutions, are 
being opened on every hand; how many papers, 
weekly and monthly, are devoted to spreading a 
knowledge of the work; how many tracts and 
books now make up the literature of the subject, 
most of them delineating cases of healing, others 
vindicating the doctrine, or showing certain prac-
tical issues involved; how many evangelists are 
devoting time, money and talents in preaching 
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that sick bodies as well as sick souls may be cured; 
thus showing all the needed appliances for the 
work; and how, finally, our Lord," the Healer," 
is owning and honoring all these persons and 
agencies in pouring out upon them the rich bless-
ing of His Holy Spirit! 
Nor let it fail to be noted that these persons 
and agencies take care of the soul as well as the 
body in all this work. An erroneous impression 
exists, among opponents and Christian people 
who are indifferent, that the advocates of "faith 
healing" devote themselves to the welfare of the 
body alone. Nothing is farther from the truth. 
On the contrary, no class of Christian workers 
regard with more importance the conversion and 
sanctification of the soul. Even for success in 
healing the body, they hold in supreme regard 
the necessity of caring for the highest spiritual 
welfare of the soul, and they labor and pray for 
this; and, furthermore, it may be found in all 
"faith healing" books, as a doctrine taught, and 
which is found true in practice, that, while impeni-
tent persons may be healed, yet, in order to a per-
manent cure, the soul must be converted and the 
life consecrated to God. The case is similar in 
regard to Christians. They cannot expect to be 
benefited, in the highest degree, or permanently, 
in body, unless they not only accept Christ's bless-
ings in true faith, but also consecrate themselves 
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supremely to the Lord's service; and this conse-
cration must cover everything they are and pos-
sess-body, soul and spirit, time, talents, prop-
erty, literally everything. 
Hence it appears that not only on the broadest 
grounds of Christian obligation do believers in 
"faith healing" urge the welfare of the soul, and 
pray and labor for it, but also for the body's sake 
they seek the highest good of the soul. 
" Healing the body " is not, therefore, " a side 
issue," as some represent it. It is no more this 
than healing the soul is " a side issue." They 
are but parts of the same Gospel, based equally 
upon the atonement of Christ; and both are to 
be presented to a suffering world to relieve it of 
its woes, or the Gospel is not fully preached. To 
what extent the pulpit should urge either branch 
of this two-fold truth, wisdom and discretion, 
under the Holy Spirit's lead, must determine. 
" Rightly dividing the word of truth " will apply 
here as elsewhere; or, these two branches of the 
truth may be preached together. 
The world is full of sin and the world is full of 
sickness, and mere human methods are as futile 
completely to r.emove the latter as the former. 
When the primitive faith and practice of the 
Church shall be restored throughout Christen-
dom, of putting the "healing the sick" and 
preaching" the kingdom of God" on the same 
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plane of duty and privilege, the Church may ex-
pect "the Lord working with them," and con-
firming the word with "signs following;" even 
restoring the Church's lost faith and power to its 
ancient measure, so that the Lord Jesus shall 
renew her commission, and say to all His true 
disciples, as at the first: "And these signs shall 
follow them that believe: In my name shall they 
cast out devils; they shall speak with new 
tongues; they shall take up serpents; and if they 
drink any deadly thing it shall not hurt them; 
they shall lay hands on the sick, and they shall 
recover." 
By Thy Spirit, " Even so, come, Lord Jesus; 
come quickly. Amen!"-and Thy saints shall 
praise Thee, evermore. Amen. 
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